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A new look for Suburb News

The RA AGM 2021
TERRY BROOKS

T
he Residents Association,

like so many institutions, was

obliged to forgo its customary

style AGM. There were to be no

drinks or nibbles to go with the

neighbourly chats and gripes.

Instead there were instructions on

how to vote and use the zoom

chat function. With more than 60

participants, cameras were turned

off so, disappointingly, there was

no opportunity to check out our

neighbours’ reading choices or

taste in art.

The meeting benefitted from

the presence of Councillor John

Marshall and PC Sandy Clifford

from the local police. Emma

Howard, the Chair of the RA, then

introduced Rebekah Severn and

Megan Evans from the Noah’s Ark

Children’s Hospice who gave some

insight into what the hospice does.

RA Council chose the hospice as

its local community charity for

this year and will match donations

made by residents on hgsra.uk/

noahsark. It helps babies, children

and youngsters with life-limiting,

or life-threatening conditions live

better lives, and last year helped

350 of them. The full story can be

found on the front page of issue

145 of Suburb News.

The meeting moved on to

approving the annual reports and

accounts for 2019 and 2020.

Advertising held up well despite

the challenging circumstances,

and membership increased by 112

over the two years to reach 1860

households. £65,000 was raised

for the Royal Free Charity in 2020

using £25,000 in matched funding

from the RA.

The RA continues to support

the Fellowship House Club for the

over 60s in Willifield Way by giving

RA members the opportunity to

donate when renewing their RA

membership. In 2020 this raised

£10,164 for Fellowship and Andrew

Botterill, Fellowship Chairman and

Treasurer, was present to express

how very grateful the club was for

the important contribution the

donations made to its income.

Andrew also asked members to

keep an eye on the website for

details of when the club would be

reopening, but hoped that the

Tuesday afternoon talks and

monthly exhibitions would be

back in September.

The five new members of RA

Council then introduced

themselves and were duly voted

in. Patrick Ettwein, Philip Harlow,

Marie-Christine O’Callaghan,

Shelley-Anne Salisbury and Maria

Schlatter have all lived on the

Suburb for some while and some

have already been involved

helping Suburb organisations.

Maria has been active on the RA

Trees & Open Spaces committee

as well as the Community Orchard

project and Friends of Big Wood;

Patrick sits as an RA nominee on

(continued on page 2)
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CAN WE BE YOUR
SOUL AGENT?

We understand that your home is much more than just a house, it
is a sanctuary for your family, and meeting place, if you will,
which presumably is rich in nostalgia and happy memories.

It may also be your largest tax-free asset, but this is quite separate
from the fact that it occupies a very important part of your

heart and soul.

We most certainly understand the importance and emotional wrench
that moving home can represent to a family and we share and

empathise with your concerns, if you allow us to be your ‘Soul Agent’.

Much to our surprise in the post lockdown era, we have sold or let a
significant number of homes in the Suburb, at remarkably good prices.

CAN WE PLEASE BE YOUR
‘SOUL’ AGENT?

We understand that your home is much more than just a house. It is
We understand that your home is much more than just a house. It is
usually also a sanctuary for your family - a happy place, if you will -

rich in nostalgia and memories.

Not only is it normally the largest tax-free asset in the family, but it
does occupy an important part of the heart and the soul.

We appreciate and empathise with you the emotional wrench that
moving home can cause and we would like to be your ‘Soul’ Agent to

manage the process for you.

We are presently doing a remarkable amount of business in your area,
post lockdown. Please feel free to talk to us about these “moving issues”.
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D
espite a wobbly start, it now

looks like summer is at last

on its way. Perfect timing to

enjoy our emancipation from all

the restrictions that have plagued

us for so long. We can now all

move on towards some normality.

Not necessarily the normality we

once knew, but one that we will

all embrace wholeheartedly

nonetheless. With this in mind, we

thought it was also perfect timing

to introduce the new look Suburb

News. We have kept to Richard

Wakefield’s (the first editor and

creator of Suburb News) original

concept of providing “improved

coverage of events in the Suburb

and news items affecting Suburb

residents”. We hope you enjoy it.

Transcript fromSuburbNews,
Issue No. 1, July 1983
Welcome to the first edition of Suburb News. As successor to the

popular Newsletter we are attempting to provide improved coverage

of events in the Suburb and news items affecting Suburb residents.

The Suburb works well as a community because so many of us

are involved in local activities. The News hopes to foster community

feeling and make sure that everyone knows what’s going on in

the Suburb.

The editors will be happy to receive news of past and future

events especially with photographs and suggest that you pin up our

‘What’s On’ columns so as not to miss any of the wealth of

activities available.

We will welcome your views in our letters column and we are

running a Sales and Wants and Swap column for residents. We

hope this will be particularly useful for those of you restoring your

houses who are looking for original architectural items or who wish

to obtain or pass on serviceable baby gear as your families grow.

It is apparent from the replies to the R.A. Questionnaire that

many residents are not clear about the different functions of the

R.A. and the Trust. This is why we make no apology for our lead

news item on this page being a four month old story. The more

residents understand and take part in the activities of both

organisations the better our chance of conserving and enhancing

the life of the Suburb.

The views expressed will not necessarily be the official view of

the Residents Association and the R.A. cannot accept responsibility

for opinions expressed in the News.

Suburb News 1 & 119
The first and last issues Richard Wakefield saw in
print, although he edited issue 120 before he died

Issue 119 · Summer 2014

www.hgs.org.uk

and developers think that theTrust lacks the will or resourcesto do so, they will be quick toexploit the weakness. It is up tous to show by our votes that weare prepared to support those whowill protect us. Trustees shouldalso encourage the continuationand development of the newpolicy of communication andconsultation with residents.

member of the InsolvencyPractitioners Association.David is committed to theethos and principles that theSuburb embodies and stronglybelieves that it is important tomaintain and preserve the‘character and amenities of theSuburb’. He looks forward to theopportunity that retirement giveshim tohave enough time to fulfilthe responsibilities of a Trustee.

So if you are a member,please use your vote for acandidate who, by supportingthe objectives of the Trust, willput the Suburb first.Finally it is very importantfor me to say that the aboverepresents my personal viewsand not those of anyone else orany group.

TERRY BROOKS

Election forTrust council

One candidate to date

RAPicnic FunDaysuccess again

Mayor re-opensSuburbplayground

Hustingssuccess

WE DELIVERFor almost 40 years now we have been serving the needs of the Suburb and we have enjoyed

every moment of it. Our service extends from Cottages to Castles and there is no property

which is too small or too large for us to handle.

We are delighted to introduce you to the Glentree New Homes office, where we are able to offer the largest

selection of new developments in North West London, either as a home or as a buy-to-let investment.

At Glentree Rentals, our bespoke letting service, we are bristling with a wide selection of fine homes to rent in

all price ranges and why not enquire about our specialist Suburb Sales division which deals exclusively with

properties such as yours and has a house-by-house understanding of this very special area.

We believe we can make a substantial difference to you by selling your cherished home for the highest possible

price when the time is right ... and not before, of course.Our well known International connections allow us the unique facility of attracting buyers/tenants not only from

the locality, or within the UK,but also from virtually every corner of the globe. A wider globalised audiencemeans

usually better terms for you.
We are the longest serving agents in the area, under the same Management for over 40 years and if you want

to know what’s going on in the market or check the value of your home, please feel free to pop in and you are

welcome to use our private clients’ car park (at the rear of our offices).No obligation, no fuss, just good old fashioned service.

www.glentree.com

020 8458 7311

Samantha
takes to

the streets,
page 12

Susie’s Promsmagic works
wonders again,page 5

Looking
to join

a choir?
See page 11

More children than ever wereon Central Square for this year’sSummer Fun Day on 29 June.Picnickers enjoyed free Pimmsand wine for the opening hourand more families came afterlunch to enjoy the mini-round-

OnMay 12, ahead of the Counciland Euro elections, the Suburbhustings were packed, with theFree Churchhall filled to capacityas the audience questioned 14candidates, including two MEPswho later lost their seats andUKIPandGreencouncilcandidates,on issues ranging from recyclingto education, with of courseEurope a key topic. The evening,chaired by the Rev Alan Walker,was organised by the ResidentsAssociation. A hotly contestedissue was the 20mph speed limitadvocated by Labour candidatesand some of the audience; theConservative response was that,as with controlled parking, theywere listening to residents.

ThenextAGMof theHampsteadGarden Suburb Trust will beupon us in September and thisyear it will be followed by theelection of one new member tothe Trust Council. As we go topress Saul Zadka, who standsdown by rotation, has indicatedthat he will not stand for afurther three years.
A trustee has to ensure acharity remains true to itscharitable purpose and objectsas set out in its governingdocuments. For us this meansthat our trustees ensure theTrust does all things possible tomaintain and preserve thepresent character and amenitiesof the Suburb using the tools atits disposal.

Trustees also have to ensurethe Trust remains solvent andhas the resources necessary todo its job.
We need trustees who willensure the Trust continues to beproperly resourced and not justlook to reduce its income andhamper its effectiveness. Themanagement charge which hasremained in its target range forthe last six years, is still cheaperthan my TV licence or dailynewspaper; I would say that isgood value for money.TheTrusthastheresponsibilityof maintaining an importantexample of twentieth centurysuburban design, and our bestprotector against inappropriatedevelopment. In order to dothis effectively the Trust mustnot only be able to initiate legalaction when necessary, but alsoto respond to action taken againstit, and to get any external adviceit needs to decide on legal orother matters.

We need trustees who areprepared to use the law to defendtheSuburbwhenneeded. Ifowners

abouts for the tiny children andthe donkey rides.
Martin Bell formally openedproceedings in the presence ofcouncillors and clergy, thankingthe RA’s events chairman, DavidLittaur, andhis teamofvolunteersfor making the day happen.The rain held off until 4.30pm,save for light falls when theGazebos enabled Punch and Judyand face painting to continueunder cover.

Cakes made by residentswere sold for the North London

A resounding finish from Leslie Garret for this year’s Proms at St Jude’s. Thanks to generous support by sponsors, advertisers,

Friends and concert goers, Proms will surpass its fund-raising target this year and expects to be able to donate £60,000 to the

two charities – 20% more than last year.

David White has been a Suburbresident for 54 years, starting at‘ChristmasTreeHouse’,2Meadwayand nowliving inHampsteadWay.Although David still worksfull-time, he has found time tosupport a variety of activitieson the Suburb over the years.He was honorary secretary ofthe Garden Suburb Theatre foreleven years as well as being aback-stage technician. He is amemberof theHGSHorticulturalSociety where some will haveseen his exhibited roses; he is akeen gardener and allotmentholder. He is the sole ChurchWarden at St Jude’s of which hehas beena member for fiftyyears.He is an unofficial photographerof the St Jude Proms, of whichhis wife, Niamh O’Donnell-Keenan is the Chair.David retires this year as aDirector of the Association ofBusiness Recovery Professionals.He is a Fellow of the Institute ofChartered Accountants and a

Barnet’s mayor,Cllr HughRayner,formally re-opened the tiny tots’playgroundinNorthwayGardens.The need to replace the 30year old equipment, to avoidclosure for safety reasons as thewooden posts had rotted,coincided with the formationof a users’ committee led byKatie Fearn who obtained fromBarnet Council agreement on afinancial partnership basis.The Residents Associationpledged the remaining £20,000of its Centenary Fund withlocal businesses and the FreeChurch contributing too.As pictured, the Mayor cutthe ribbon surrounded by (l-r)

Hospice, and donations raisedby Gill Roberts’ cookery demowent to the same charity. Stallswere manned by numerousSuburbandnearbyorganisationsincluding the Police cadets, andtennis coaching was free on theadjacent court.
Banners were erected by theResidents Association on thecentral pathwayand both tenniscourts, with helium balloonsdotted round the square, whilethe Proms’ bunting added tothe festive decorations.

RA Chairman Jonathan Seres,Katie Fearn and Nicole Tillman,alongwithagroupofenthusiastic

Suburb youngsters who couldn’twait forthe photosto finishso theycould try out the new facilities.
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Ana Lapaz-Mendez out for a run in the Suburb with
Pumpkin and Jack (Jacket Potato), see page 19

RA Chair, Emma Howard

Special PC Sandy
Clifford retires to spend

more time on her
boat – page 4

Photo:
Shelley-Anne Salisbury
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the HGS Trust Property & Plans

committee; Philip is involved in

the running of the Suburb

allotments. Marie-Christine and

Shelley-Anne will be familiar to

readers as the co-editors of this

paper. The Suburb is lucky to

have so many residents who are

willing to serve their community

but the RA is always looking for

more help.

In normal times the meeting

would have moved on to questions

from the floor, often the liveliest

part of the proceedings, but not

this year. Three topics on the

agenda were chosen for discussion:

crime and security, street lighting

and the annual fireworks.

Crime and security is a

recurrent topic at AGMs and has

been the subject of RA Open

Meetings in the past. The online

format of the meeting did not

lend itself to the subtlety of real

debate, but our local constable,

Sandy Clifford and Richard Davis,

Chair: Police & Community Action

Panel for Garden Suburb were

able to address some areas of

concern and offer advice. Numbers

for burglaries and robberies had

increased; many involved thefts of

bikes and other property from

sheds or outside houses. The

importance of securing items and

locking premises was stressed,

while using quality steering-locks

was advised for the prized brands

of SUVs. The police were aware of

problems around Sunshine Corner

and trying to tackle them using

bans and ASBOs. A hope for a

real-life residents’ open meeting

on the subject of crime when

circumstances allow was expressed.

When this does eventually happen,

Suburb News is looking forward to

being there to report on the debate.

Street lighting was up next

and Isabelle Ficker gave us some

information on the situation in

Barnet and how she felt it should

change. She highlighted the human

health problems associated with

modern high-intensity lighting,

and how it impacts on all life

forms on our planet; this even

includes an apparent reduction in

carbon uptake by trees exposed

to light at night – in particular the

blue-rich light used on so many

streetlights. She would like to see

Barnet reduce the Correlated

Colour Temperature, or CCT as it

is known, down from 4000 Kelvin

Degrees – the current blue-rich

light – to around 2700K– a red or

orange light. She thought a trial

and consultation involving Barnet

residents would provide the

platform to bring about change

when the present bulbs become

due for renewal.

There was no time for the final

subject, the future of the New

Year fireworks. A survey of

members is being considered with

the conclusions shared by e-mail.

Virtual meetings may well

continue but let us hope next

year’s Annual General Meeting will

be held, as usual, with members

gathering in the hall at Henrietta

Barnett School.

Enjoy life after workwith u3a

Boys Dance

DAPHNE BERKOVI

A
sk people what retirement is

like, and they might say

more time to travel, enjoy

hobbies and spend time with

family. But, when it happens, it

can also feel like a loss. Whilst a

lack of routine can be liberating, it

can also be unsettling, especially

in the early days.

So, this is where u3a can fill

that void, as it is a national

organisation where members form

interest groups dedicated to

continued learning on a self-help

basis. HGS u3a has a diverse

variety of interest groups such as

Art, Book Groups, Conversational

French, Jazz Appreciation to name

just a sample. In these times

online opportunities for learning

proliferate, but few offer the

active and enjoyable participation

available from u3as.

Not a member of our HGS

u3a? During June and July 2021,

we are offering free ‘taster’

sessions, so you can try up to

three interest groups as our guest.

If you enjoy your experience with

us, you are warmly welcome to

join us as a member. U3a sessions

have an informal structure and are

run by members for members, so

there are also opportunities to

become more involved.

We pride ourselves on the

quality of our interest groups and

our dedicated group leaders. Our

members are people no longer in

full-time employment, keen to

expand their horizons and make

new friends – just like you!

So, please do explore our full

programme by visiting hgsu3a.uk

and you can also fill in your Guest

Application form – we really look

forward to hearing from you.

Participate and experience,

then join us!

SALLY HACKING

T
he Archer Academy in East Finchley is becoming known as a

creative and performing arts powerhouse. The school encourages

students of all abilities to take part in showcases and competitions

and has won many awards for dance and drama. Perhaps unusually, a

large number of boys get involved in dance, as choreographers, as

performers and as GCSE students. Two of the school’s former top dance

students share their experiences.

Alex Pang was involved in the Creative and Performing Arts

Department throughout his time at the school. Alex writes, “I was able

to experience so many things; workshops with external mentors, trips

to see professional pieces and being surrounded by people who share

the same passion.”

Payem Sanei, now in year 12 at Woodhouse College, writes he was

originally “just having fun” but that his teachers spotted his talent for

dance which led him to perform at award ceremonies. Payem writes,

“Dance is a way of expression; a space where I can escape reality and

have some time for creativity in my heavy academic week. Dance has

given me confidence and made me feel powerful during times of hardship.”

For further information visit thearcheracademy.org.uk.

The RA AGM 2021 continued from front page

A busy Launch Day for HGS u3a, back in early 2017

Pavements for pedestrians
ISABELLE FICKER

W
alking down Temple

Fortune Hill one morning,

I came across a scene of

chaos (left picture). It is a scene

replicated all over the Suburb

every Wednesday. Just how are

the elderly, disabled and mothers

with young children and pushchairs

supposed to cope? But it was nice

to see a few roads on (right picture)

some public-spirited resident had

tidied the bins up.

So could everyone please

be considerate by either putting

their bins away as soon as they

have been emptied, or, if passing

by, moving them to the side of

the pavement so pedestrians can

walk unimpeded.

Photo: Tony Brand

Photos:
Isabelle Ficker
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We purchase silver items in any condition. As a long

standing resident of the Suburb, Gideon Cohen is

happy to view your silverware in your home and will

make an offer to purchase, free of any obligation.

17 The London Silver Vaults
53-64 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1QT
020 7404 1425 | enquiries@gcohen.co.uk

www.gcohen.co.uk

P R HARTLEY
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT
& REGISTERED AUDITOR

Accounting &Taxation Services
Call 020 8731 9745 or 07850 634395

Email: paul@prhartley.co.uk
www.prhartley.co.uk

Barnet Civic Awards

MARGARET HARRIS

O
ur area abounds with active

and dedicated citizens

who go ‘above and beyond’

to ensure that, together, we do

all we can to help other people in

need, and that the Suburb is a

good place to live in. So, Suburb

News was delighted to learn that

two such local volunteer heroes –

Debra Goodman and Lorna Page –

received special acknowledgment

of their contributions this year

with a Barnet Civic Award.

Debra Goodman has received

a Certificate Scroll as a Barnet

Covid 19 Community Hero. In

March and April 2020, hospitals

were asking for help for staff on

Covid wards who did not have

time to cook for themselves or eat

properly during shifts, or even get

food from the hospital canteen or

shop for groceries. Staff needed

nourishing ready-prepared full

meals that could be heated quickly

in a microwave oven so Debra

encouraged family, friends and

neighbours to cook meals. In the

space of a few days, Debra was

running a busy and extensive

project from the Big White Tent in

the front garden of her home in

Northway; recruiting and managing

a team of volunteer cooks,

drawing up rotas, organising food

supplies, training her cooks,

labelling the cooked meals and

supervising volunteer drivers to

pick up the cooked meals on a

daily basis. She had no previous

training herself but just did what

she could from her life experience.

By May 2020, Debra’s hub

was providing between 550-650

nutritious vegetarian meals a day

seven days a week, as well as

individual home-made wrapped

cakes and biscuits that were

dropped off at Debra’s home by

local people. Debra also made links

with local food banks and charities

working with homeless people so

that surplus donations were never

wasted and new networks were

created at a local level.

Debra wound up the meals

project during the summer of

2020 when demand from NHS

staff abated. But by last winter

the Big White Tent was up again

in Northway to respond to new

needs. Debra was collecting ‘grab

and go’ nourishing snacks for NHS

paramedics and is now collecting

toiletries and baby requisites for

families living in poverty. The only

thanks Debra really wants is to

see her big box for donations

filled each week for onward

transmission to local charities.

But she was nevertheless thrilled

to receive her award scroll!

Lorna Page, who has been

involved in numerous Suburb

activities for many years has

received a Barnet Certificate Scroll

for Lifetime Achievement.

Many will know Lorna as the

person whose logistical and

persuasive skills ensure that the

quarterly distribution of Suburb

News is done accurately,

thoroughly and on time. She has

been doing this for twenty-five

years; maintaining a team of over

100 volunteers to distribute the

paper to over 5,000 households.

Lorna also takes minutes of the

RA’s Publications Committee

meetings and has edited the annual

Suburb Directory, an indispensable

reference tool for residents.

As well as this work for the

Publications Committee, Lorna

raises money for the North

London Hospice by selling her

much-in-demand homemade

jams, marmalades and cakes

using harvest from the garden and

allotments she tends with her

husband Chris. They also sell

plants and produce when they

open the garden and allotment for

public view to raise money for

local charities. Of course Lorna is

a key member of our local

Horticultural Society and is relied

upon for the calm way in which

she prepares the hall for teas at

its annual event and (in non-Covid

times) the entertaining brass band.

And then there is the Free

Church of which Lorna has been

an active member for many years.

She is an Elder of the Church and

takes on extensive responsibilities,

particularly in organising large

scale church- and community-

focused events. Along with other

volunteers, she is involved with a

sewing group making items for

sale at the annual church craft

stall. Thanks to her willingness to

become involved, the Church has

been able to expand its range of

activities, as well as extending its

charitable involvement including

foodbank collections and the

night shelter for homeless people.

In short, Lorna is a true pillar

of our Suburb community and her

quiet efforts are behind numerous

activities. It is so good that she is

no longer an unsung hero and

that Barnet has recognised her

lifetime of volunteering

achievement. She is one of those

people that no church or

community can to be without.

The HGS Virtual
Museum
contribute
and discover

Good Samaritans
alive andwell and living
in the Suburb

JUDY SMITH

T
he Hampstead Garden Suburb Virtual Museum records the history

of our remarkable Suburb. This past year has been like no other –

the pandemic has affected every aspect of both our lives and our

local environment and we would like to record this period in our Museum.

We would like to hear about how your life in the Suburb has changed

during Covid. Think about your walks, the birdsong, the changing

seasons, the hidden corners, the clapping, the support of neighbours,

the people we have lost, lockdown and all that this has meant and so

much more. Please send in your thoughts, memories, and photographs

(high-resolution) to info@hgsheritage.org.uk to help us collate our

Covid Collection.

And as well as contributing, you can also come and explore the

treasures to be found within the 1911 Census. Find out more about the

first residents of Hampstead Garden Suburb at hgsheritage.org.uk.

VIKKI CHALMERS

W
hat would you do if you were walking along, chatting with a

friend, and across the road you saw an elderly woman clutching

a hedge? My Samaritans saw just that at the bottom of Temple

Fortune Hill – I was by the post box, unable to move, my left knee

having given out with a loud crack.

My Samaritans crossed the road at a run. One went to a local

house to borrow a chair, the other rang my friend who, like me, lives in

The Orchard. She turned immediately into my third Samaritan and

came across with her car. Meanwhile the chair owner had also come

across to see if he could help and between them all they got me –

hopping – into the car.

Yet another Orchard friend joined in and I was helped up to my flat

where the paramedics were called and I was carted off to hospital.

I understand that the original two ladies followed the car back to

The Orchard to make sure that I was “all right” and to see if there was

anything further they could do. I had not remembered this as the pain

had well and truly set in by then. I should like, through Suburb News, to

thank them both most heartily for their help and kindness. Samaritans

are alive and well and living in the Suburb!

Photos: Roger Cooke
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JeanNeal
awarded DefenceMedal

www.gadlegal.co.uk
746 Finchley Road NW11 7TH

Gregory Abrams Davidson Solicitors is a trading 
name of National Law Partners Limited.

Introducing Graham Jaffe

Leasehold
Enfranchisement
Expert
Buying your freehold or extending your
lease contact Graham for experienced
specialist advice.

Call on 0208 209 2653
Email gjaffe@gadlegal.co.uk

GAD_Enfranchisement_SuburbNews_137mm x 120mm_Layout 1  08/02/2021  09:46  Page 1

MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

P
C Sandy Clifford started as a

special constable, that is a

volunteer police officer who,

after receiving training, wears the

same uniform and has the same

powers and responsibilities as a

regular police constable; although

she could claim expenses she

received no salary.

After doing this for two and

a half years she decided that it

was the right job for her and after

attending an 18 week training

course took the oath of

allegiance. Sandy told me she

wanted to be a police officer

because policing is about “saving

lives, protecting property and

maintaining the Queen’s peace.”

Sandy’s first posting was at

Golders Green police station and

it involved a lot of walking and a

lot of steep learning. When dealing

with shoplifters, for example,

most of them were drug users and

taking them into custody meant

having to deal with their drug

dependency. Understanding the

causes behind the crimes was a

true eye-opener for her.

Her job also meant she

became involved with the local

community ; one of the hardest

things she had to do was to deliver

a ‘death message’ to someone

who was deaf. Sandy did not know

sign language so decided to write

it down. She had to think very

carefully about how to phrase it

because she knew that it would

become part of that person’s

story – a compassionate side to

policing which is rarely talked about.

I asked her what her scariest

moment was. She told me that

shortly after joining the police she

found herself chasing a suspect at

night on her own. He disappeared

between two houses so, after

sending a call for reinforcements,

armed only with ‘a little wooden

stick’ and despite being very

scared, she went after him. She

said that “adrenaline does kick in

and gets you through.” In case you

were wondering, the suspect was

eventually flushed out and arrested.

Sandy has had a varied career

with the police. She was an

instructor at a police training

school and also worked at TFL

ensuring journeys across London

are safe. She has enjoyed working

with Barnet Police Cadets and

watching the cadets grow and

mature in the four years they spent

together. She is now part of the

Safer Neighbourhoods Team (SNT)

for the Suburb and you may have

seen her patrolling the streets.

I asked her how the pandemic

had changed things. She replied

that during the first lockdown the

streets were very quiet which

made it very easy to spot the

criminals. It also meant telling

people what they could and could

not do under the lockdown

restrictions which did, occasionally,

lead to confrontations. Despite

this, Sandy remains very

philosophical “Not everybody

likes us and it can get nasty – but

I don’t take it personally they are

reacting to the uniform, and what

I represent.”

Looking back at her career

Sandy reflected: “The best thing

for me is to be able to pass my

knowledge down, pass my

experience, passion and

enthusiasm for the ward. It has

made me a better person, and a

better police officer. I have met

fabulous people. This job is very

unique, and it fitted me like a

glove, it was a privilege to do it.”

By the time you read this,

Sandy will have just retired and,

although she would like to do

something entirely different, she

acknowledges it will be difficult to

find anything as rewarding as her

police work. She does hope to

spend more time on her boat and

fulfill her ambition to sail to

Oxford – a six day round trip.

Sandy Clifford
a special PC

PEOPLE
S U B U R B

COLIN GREGORY

O
n 29th April 2021 Jean Neal,

an Honorary Life Member

of the RA, celebrated her

100th birthday. A small party was

held out-of-doors so as to comply

with Covid restrictions – at which

friends and neighbours were able

to toast her health and celebrate

the occasion with her.

After finishing her studies at Cambridge during the War Jean went

straight to Bletchley Park where she worked in ‘Hut 6’ on the famous

Enigma codes, helping to transcribe thousands of messages before they

were passed for analysis to the mathematicians, including Alan Turing.

In 2019 The French Government made her a Chevalier of the

Légion d’honneur in recognition of her role in the liberation of France.

The British Government have now also recognised Jean’s contribution

to the War and have awarded her the Defence Medal (pictured above).

An amazing achievement indeed.

A SHOUT OUT FOR… Adrian Hodgson, resplendent with his lockdown beard,
is finally stepping down from taking over the distribution of Suburb News
which he has been doing since last June. The Suburb News distribution
volunteers, headed by Lorna Page, are now back on the job given the lifting
of the COVID-19 restrictions. A huge thank you to Adrian and his family for
doing such a fantastic job during these difficult times.

PC Sandy Clifford outside
Golders Green Police Station

Photo:
Colin Gregory

Photo:
Emma Howard
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The Secret Suburb
what’s in a name?
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GEORGINA MALCOLM

D
o you know that little triangular garden at the junction of

Hampstead Way and Willifield Way? Barnet calls it Willifield Way

Open Space, as does Open Street Maps. In 1910 Raymond Unwin

labelled a photograph of the very new looking garden ‘Hampstead Way

junction with Willifield Way’. I think that’s a bit dull.

Especially as the previous Trust Manager but two, Chris Kellerman,

told me this little garden was called the Youatt Garden. Apparently

named after an early gardener at the Crematorium. I have no idea if that’s

true: Wikipedia tells me that the visionary gardener William Robinson

laid out the Crematorium grounds but, perhaps not very surprisingly,

there’s no mention of anyone who did the weeding or pruning.

I can tell you that two families called Youatt lived in Hampstead

Way, at 69 and 70 (the road has since been renumbered) at least

between 1911 and 1920. In 1911 one Youatt was a 58 year old librarian

and the other Youatt was 32: possibly he was a son of the librarian, and

he would likely have been in the army for much of this period.

But if Kellerman’s story is true, the younger Youatt might well have

been a gardener. So it’s possible that the garden could have been

named for this local family. On the other hand, an early hand-drawn

postcard, obviously of the same garden, is labelled Crossway Garden.

Where did this discrepancy creep in? And how is it that nobody seems

to remember these two quite different names from only a century ago?

If truth be told, the Youatt/Crossway Garden isn’t all that interesting

for most of the year these days. It has been owned by Barnet since

1933, and they don’t have much money to spare for maintenance. In

recent years the grass has often been left to grow too long, and when it

is cut, the clippings are left to lie which makes it hard to wade across to

the memorial benches. Originally there was what looks like a handsome

herbaceous border, but today it’s mostly shrubs and grass.

However, there are two flowering Cherries and a really beautiful

Bird Cherry in the garden, which all produce pretty white flowers in late

April, and at the South East end (the pointy end) some thoughtful

person planted several Tulip Trees which have flourished and grown

very tall. Tulip Trees have very attractive flowers which unfortunately

they seem to produce right up at the top, so come armed with

binoculars, or a good camera, but later in the year they have fascinating

brown papery fruits which you can find under the trees if you look.

The three benches in the garden are in memory of Mary Dalton

Jones, Eric Alexander Hill Goodwin, and Adrian Shindel. Sadly the

Shindel bench is missing two plaques. I imagine they were for other

members of the same family.

Should we perhaps try to revert to a more interesting name for this

little garden?

Thanks very much to HGS Archives for helpful background information.

MARJORIE HARRIS

I
f you have been walking around

Central Square in recent weeks,

you will have noticed some

evidence of work being carried

out on the building at the top of

Northway; the one which boasts

an old red telephone kiosk in its

front garden. This is the ‘Tea

House’ but, surprisingly, little of

its history has been recorded.

The HGS Virtual Museum

records that the building was

designed by architect John Soutar

‘in a modified version of the

Parker and Unwin (or rather,

Charles Wade) style with clipped

brick gables’. Soutar’s drawings,

which are in the possession of the

HGS Trust, are dated November

1923 and it was in existence by

1928 when it was mentioned in

Henrietta Barnett’s account of

‘The Story and Growth of the

Hampstead Garden Suburb’.

According to David Davidson,

the current Architectural Adviser

to the Trust, The Tea House was

built by the Trust itself and sited

so as to be close to the tennis

courts on and around Central

Square. The original building had

‘home’ and ‘away’ changing

rooms, toilets and a small kitchen.

Two flats were incorporated into

the first floor wings. There were

refreshment facilities which were

used by the tennis players and

visitors who came to view the

Garden Suburb. The internal ‘tea

house’ space was originally

double-height and open to the

roof beams, although a modern

lowered ceiling was later installed.

For some time the building

was managed by the Trust but in

1952, the Trust granted a lease to

the Institute which used it for

teaching and office purposes and

also provided a canteen used by

Institute students and Henrietta

Barnett School Pupils. The building

was Grade II listed in 1965. Marilyn

Greene recalls: “My mother

worked at the Institute in the

1980s and there were classes held

in the Tea House. There was an

Institute office, book room and of

course the students could get

refreshments. The building was

hired out to different groups and

Garden Suburb Theatre had

rehearsed play-readings there.”

In 2009, the Institute, suffering

financial difficulties, sold the Tea

House to a private developer who

planned to convert it into a four-

bedroomed dwelling. Design and

structural repair proposals were

put on public display in 2013, much

to the consternation of many

local people who, as reported in

Suburb News at the time, had

long hoped that the building

could revert to communal use for

the benefit of Suburb residents.

Although the Trust eventually

approved the conversion and repair

proposals in 2018, it seems that

nothing has happened on the site

since then. Maybe the current

activity is a sign that the building

might soon be refurbished and

brought into use again?

If you have any further

information about the Tea House,

now or in the past, please get in

touch with Suburb News so that

we can update the records in the

Virtual Museum and our Suburb

News readers.

The Tea
House Tea House

(© Jim Osley and licensed for reuse under Creative Commons Licence)

FarmWalk
and Suzanne’s new clothes
SARAH CITRON

F
arm Walk Tennis Club is a peaceful oasis in Temple Fortune set

between Hampstead Way and Temple Fortune Lane. As you enter,

you are immediately welcomed by our most elegant and well-

dressed member, Suzanne. There in all weathers, she keeps a watchful

eye on us all. Crafted by one of our members, Michael Berg, she has

been with us for a number of years.

After the long Winter, Suzanne was feeling rather dishevelled as, like

the rest of us, she had no real reason to dress up. However, we opened

again on 29 March, a glorious Spring day, and to our surprise noticed

that she had smartened up and is

now resplendent in a new tennis

dress, green sash and matching

head band ready for the new season.

Our Tennis Club caters for all

standards from Rusty Rackets to

Team Players, singles and doubles.

Our members range in age from

4 to 80 plus. We have two coaches,

Theo Hyman and Greg Nadsady.

They can be contacted via our

email: farmwalktennis@gmail.com.

New members are always welcome.

Visit www.farmwalktennis.net.

Photos:
Georgina Malcolm

Photo:
Sarah Citron
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We are your local
Funeral Director
in Hampstead Garden Suburb

624 Finchley Road, NW11 7RR

020 8455 4992 | levertons.co.uk
finchleyroad@levertons.co.uk

6 branches across North London: Camden Town | Golders Green
Gospel Oak | Hampstead | Kentish Town | Muswell Hill
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PETER FALK

B
ig Wood (and Littlewood) are

very special places. Only

2.5% of the UK is still home

to ancient woodland and both

these woods are rare nature

reserves. Ancient woodland is

vital for biodiversity and is home

to invertebrates, flora and fauna

many of which are no longer

present anywhere else in the UK.

Much of the preservation

work is carried out by The Friends

of Big Wood who manage the wood

in partnership with the London

Borough of Barnet. The overall

objective is to manage Big Wood

as amenity woodland with primary

emphasis on habitat management

and biodiversity. The wood is

restricted to pedestrian use only

and is not open to cyclists.

Although most people respect

this ruling, and there are signs at

every entrance, there is still a

minority who cycle in the wood

which can endanger pedestrians.

The old practice of coppicing

the understory is still used by The

Friends, which is predominately

hazel, in the outer part of the

wood whilst leaving the two middle

compartments entirely to nature

,allowing an environment of

dappled shade to develop. They

have created nine glades and

surrounded them with dead

hedging so they receive more

sunlight which, in turn, stimulates

the growth of dormant seeds and

the development of oak saplings.

New saplings have a sleeve to

protect them from squirrels or

dogs. The dead hedging not only

deters walkers compacting the

soil, but is also a vital habitat for

birds and small mammals. The

Friends have also erected a

number of bird and bat boxes.

During lockdown many more

people have visited the wood and

a lot of informal paths have been

created. Sadly, they damage the

spread of wildflowers and disturb

the ground. This means small

mammals and invertebrates are

adversely affected so please try to

keep to the designated paths. It is

also best to leave fallen branches

undisturbed as a whole range of

fungi/plant life etc develop on the

bottom side of the log which is

vital for the life cycle of the wood

and offers a vital habitat for all

sorts of creatures.

Ancient woods are defined as

being present before 1600. Most

of the oaks in Big Wood were

felled at the end of the eighteenth

century so most of the current

oaks in the wood are 200/250

years old. The wood is also home to

a significant quantity of wild cherry

and crab apple trees. However, it

is important to understand that

ancient woodland does not cease

to exist because trees in the wood

are periodically felled or coppiced

but also exists because of the

amazing complex woodland soil

and understory of plant life/seeds

which have built up over a long

period of time. The Woodland

Trust has recently produced a new

study ‘The state of UK Woods and

Trees’ which indicates that only a

small percentage of our native

woods are in a healthy state and

much of our woodland life is

‘perilously close to collapse’.

The report says that broadleaf

cover is over 60% richer in

woodland plant species – one

reason why a wood such as Big

Wood is so important despite its

small size. Many woods lack

deadwood habitat, veteran trees

and life enhancing open glades

and almost all are at saturation

levels for nitrogen pollution. The

Friends policy is to leave fallen

deadwood in situ which may seem

untidy but is important for the

cycle of life. The amazing thing is

that dead wood supports more life

forms when it rots than live trees.

We hope this article will

encourage readers to appreciate

this little jewel of a wood and to

join the Friends to help preserve it.

The full article can be found

on the Friends of Big Wood website

friendsofbigwood.com or, for

more information, you can email

friendsofbigwood1@gmail.com.

Big
Wood
and its
friends

Northway
Rose
Garden
roses to follow!

My trek to Rome
MICHAEL JACOBS

Y
ou may remember that I

decided to embark on a

virtual trek to Rome starting

on 1st March to raise money for

Nepal’s children charity Kidasha.

I will walk 12,250 laps of a secluded

field behind my home to complete

the 1,111 miles from the Suburb

to St Peter’s Basilica in Rome.

It was my intention to follow

the medieval Pilgrim Route from

London to Rome, known as the Via

Francigena. Most popularly, this

route commenced at Canterbury,

but, of course, you had to get to

Canterbury to start, and then

continue via many well-known

cathedrals, abbeys and monasteries.

To my chagrin, it turns out that the

route adopted by World Walking

follows a more direct route via

Newhaven and Dieppe and then

via Paris and Lyon.

So I will be reporting the

distances along that route to

match the reports of my progress

that you can see on World

Walking’s website. I was rather

expecting to be (metaphorically)

transported by ship from Newhaven

to Dieppe, but it turns out that

World Walking uses Google Maps

and that makes no concessions

for seas, so I am now (very wet and

cold) deep under water, walking

across the English Channel, so no

landmarks since I left Newhaven.

I have about 30 more miles of sea

before I hit the French Coast.

For those that are interested,

the publishers Cicerone have now

issued a new podcast for the

pilgrim route: tinyurl.com/ykwcfs98.

I have walked 108 miles (174

Km), which was 1,188 laps and

I am delighted to report that, at

this stage, I have raised over

£9,000 with Gift Aid.

Meantime, here on dry land,

the flowers have come out, and I

have seen our local fox, a ginger

cat called Hen, a robin redbreast,

a magpie and a jay, as well as lots

of squirrels and other local wildlife.

Please support me by visiting

tinyurl.com/brzpmu and you can

visit tinyurl.com/4bwf79j4, where

you can see my progress. For the

latest updates from Nepal visit

www.kidasha.org.

Photo: Ruth Jacobs

Photos:
Brian Ingram

Photo:
Shelley-Anne Salisbury



Hippie
Chic

KAYA

I
f there is anything that I love very dearly in this world, it is definitely

sports, especially basketball. I love everything about the game; the

determination and toughness displayed, the intensity and suspense

when the score is close and seeing my team win. But what I really adore

is its ability to connect people, no matter who they are, regardless of

their age, gender or anything else. It’s not just basketball that holds

this power, but all sports, whether through simply viewing them or

playing them. Sports unite people through their shared interest in it.
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Imagine all thepeople…sharingall theworld…

were despised by people in power because their values went against

everything America stood for then, and still somewhat stands for

today, a profit driven, capitalist, political and economic superpower.

Surprisingly, hippie culture is making a slight comeback. Gen Z

(made up of people born from the mid 90s to the 2010s), are

reclaiming the ideals and adopting the fundamental values of the

hippie culture. Echoes of the movement can be seen in current efforts

for equality and justice. The youth of today are more vocal about

politics and are willing to show their discontent with society through

actions rather than words. Hippie fashion has also made a comeback;

long flowing dresses, tie-dye and eclectic jewellery can be considered

staples of current mainstream fashion.

Another essential part of hippie culture is music. Massive festivals

such as Woodstock helped bring together the hippie community and

celebrate their shared values, even today the legacy of Woodstock can

be seen in music festivals such as Glastonbury.

I don’t agree with all of the aspects of the hippie culture, and many

of the things they did were questionable to say the least, however

at their core, they believed in peace, love and

freedom for all, which I think are honourable

values. There is much that we can learn

from the hippies. They put community

and friendship first which is something

we can try to adopt as politics, race and

religion continue to divide us. I think

we should celebrate all that hippie

culture stood for and honour their

memory through actions of

kindness, peace and joy.

The hippies fundamentally

understood that life was

precious and moments spent

worrying about profit and

material possessions, were

moments wasted.

THE SUBURB NEWS YOUTH TEAM ARE WRITING IN THIS ISSUE ABOUT THEIR TAKE ON THE THEME OF COMMUNITY AND INCLUSION

Sport
helping to connect
communities

Maths
Combat Learning Loss with

Expert private coaching in Hamsptead

Online or face-to-face
Common Entrance and 7+, 11+, 13+

GCSE, A level and Further Maths
STEP & MAT

Recent successes at Westminster and St Paul’s, as well as Oxford
and Cambridge Universities.

Highly experienced former Head of Maths with B.Sc. Maths,
1st Class hons. degree from top UK university and experience in
writing 11+ materials.

1-to-1 support that will secure those A*s, grade 9s, top university,
Independent or selective places.

Contact: 07811 254061

Sport not only brings people together but can help create positive

impacts too. People participating in team sports learn about camaraderie

and develop teamwork skills. A lot of hard work and commitment can

go into playing sport whilst it is still a fun activity, making it the perfect

way to develop these assets. The skills sports teach, whether it be

working together, compromise or mental toughness can be valuable in

other parts of life too. Team sports can also help create friendships

and bonds for life, something priceless in themselves.

Sport can be a gateway into communities, something that unites

people who otherwise never would have

interacted with one other. For

Montenegro NBA player, Nikola Vucevic

(pictured), basketball has been a way

for him to learn about other cultures.

Playing with all types of different

people helped him learn new

languages such as English,

helping him form new bonds

and connections. The sport to him, cuts

across language and helps mend cultural divides.

He sees it as an opportunity for people to learn

about each other and become more accepting,

creating a unifying experience as it, most

importantly, brings people together.

Sport can also bring excitement into local

communities, bringing a spirit of cheer and

enthusiasm like the Pac-10 Conference games, a

series of college basketball games played on the

Pacific coast. People are able to root for their

local teams, bringing a sense of community whilst

also helping support young players hoping to take

their game onto a professional level. The same

communities can enjoy young high school hoopers taking

part in the Martin Luther King Hoopfest which not only helps

to celebrate civil rights and equality, but also the transformative

power of basketball.

Sport brings about opportunities to many different types of people

from all backgrounds and teaches us many lessons about life,

adversity, leadership, teamwork and community.

PHOTO COURTESY:

CHATSPORTS.COM

MADHU

F
lower crowns, peace signs and tie

dye, all quintessential symbols of

the hippie movement, sadly a

movement that fell out of favour for

more ‘productive’ and profit driven

attitudes of the later decades. However,

the hippies weren’t as transient as they

seemed to be, as nearly 60 years on you

can’t deny that their ideas and eccentric

lifestyle irrevocably changed modern society.

Hippy culture was an American counterculture movement of the

late 60s and 70s as a reaction to the Vietnam War and, due to the

popularity of the movement, it spread to other countries such as

England and Canada. The movement directly opposed the middle class

lifestyle, which they believed to be materialistic and repressed. They

advocated non-violence and all around peace, summed up by their

famous saying, “Make love not war”. Love, tolerance and openness

were their core values and their communities were often made up of

people of many different races, religions and sexualities. Some famous

examples of hippies are The Beatles and Bob Marley.

However, nowadays the term hippie is still thrown around as an

insult, to describe someone who is unpatriotic, uninformed and naive.

Once the movement waned after the Vietnam war ended, mainstream

politics refused to acknowledge the loss of the culture and would rather

remember it as an embarrassing blip in the American culture. The Hippies



ISABELLE

T
here is a beautiful melange

of culture found in many

households: when there are

saris, qipaos and tuxedos at the

same wedding; when an English

Christian and Yemeni Muslim

family has separate frying pans for

bacon; or, perhaps, the familiar

summer visits to the country of

your ancestors. We might connect

with all, some or none of our

heritage, but at some point or

another, we’ll probably be asked

to define what nationality,

ethnicity or race we belong to.

Race, according to Cambridge

Dictionary, is the idea that people

can be divided into different groups

based on physical characteristics that

they are perceived to share such as skin

colour, eye shape, etc., or the dividing

of people in this way. Ethnicity, on

the other hand, is unhelpfully

defined as being from a particular

race of people. This is where we

meet an unfortunate inadequacy

in the English language: the

definition of race divides us into

neat groups but should that be

the case?

Connie Hoe was certainly well

acquainted with the struggle of

growing up between two cultures

– born in 1922 to a Chinese father

and English mother, she grew up

In between
identities

in East London. In the early

1900s, during the rise of the

eugenics movement, children of

multiple ethnicities were regarded

as science experiments, and

speaking on the documentary

Mixed Britannia, she remembers

how the British Eugenics Society

would measure their forehead

sizes or eye colours, trying to

prove that mixed-race marriages

only resulted in so-called ‘lesser’

qualities. Having been evacuated

to the country during the war with

a group of Anglo-Chinese children

Connie felt she “became part of

the village” in a welcoming

community. But sadly, as her

story exemplifies, there were

people who still perceived her as

not English enough or, perhaps,

too Chinese.

In his TEDx talk, Both Not Half,

Jassa Ahluwalia, a Coventry-born,

Leicester-raised actor, writer and

filmmaker, spoke of his struggles

of not feeling British enough, nor

Punjabi enough. After his Punjabi

comedy sketch went viral in 2019,

Jassa has been outspoken about

his mixed-heritage experiences.

His talk puts forward the idea that

his Punjabi and British identities

cannot and should not be

separated, preferring to be of

“mixed heritage and one human

race.” As an actor, he also raises

another issue: lack of representation

and highlights people of ethnic

backgrounds struggling to find

roles, especially those without

stereotypes or clearly only to

check a diversity box. Having to fit

in with these societal divisions is

such a strange notion when we

pause to think that nations and

nationality didn’t exist until

around 200 years ago.

And when it comes to ticking

boxes, some of us might find it

easy to fill in the race or ethnicity

section of a form without giving it

much thought, but not everyone

will comfortably fit into the

limited choices. Of course, no

survey is complete without the

“other, please define below” box

as a convenient catch-all. While it

does allow the opportunity for

self-identity, is it really fair to

group all ‘other’ identities –

especially as they are likely to be

diverse. Treating them as one

homogenous category would

ironically defeat the purpose of

surveying race and ethnicity in the

first place! In the 2021 Census,

despite having a mixed-race section

for ethnicity, the three pre-printed

answers all included white as one

of the ethnicities. In a 2011 BBC

interview, a young Algerian-British

woman expressed her exasperation

at knowing she’d have to “go

straight down to [the] other [box].”

Though a fully representative race

and ethnicity checklist would

likely be too long to be practical,

self-identifying with multiple

ethnicities has become one of the

fastest growing groups in the UK

(with likely more than 1.2 million

as of 2011) it’s going to be

something we need to work on.

Perhaps an emphasis on

traditional cultural identities and

the consequences of past treatment

of mixed-heritages as “other” has

neglected the idea that to coexist

does not mean be separate.

London prides itself on being an

international environment,

fostering an identity in itself –

being a “Londoner”. Given that

race can also refer to a group of

people who share the same language,

history, characteristics, could a day

come where we define ourselves

not by what country we are

perceived to come but where we

decide we have come to belong?
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Assessments/Auditions
will take place on 4th July for string and wind players

for the following Orchestras:
Intro Orchestra (grades 0-1, strings and recorders)
Prep First Orchestra (grades 2-4 strings and wind)
First Orchestra (grades 4-6, string orchestra)
Junior Orchestra (grades 5-8, strings and wind)
Chamber Orchestra (grade 8 +, string orchestra)

You can also enrol for these classes for September:
Musicianship for children from 2 - 6 years
Orchestras and Chamber ensembles

Children’s Choir
Voice/aural training

Theory
Instrumental tuition and beginner group classes for:

violin, viola, cello, bass, recorder and flute

To apply and for more information please contact: 07717 533395
marina@youthmusiccentre.uk • www.youthmusiccentre.uk

Assisted places given

Bigwood House, Bigwood Road, NW11 7BD
Patron: Gyorgy Pauk • Artistic Director : Marina Solarek

Jassa Ahluwalia; “Not feeling British enough, nor Punjabi enough,” in his TEDx talk, Both Not Half

Connie Hoe and her family.

The generation gap
becoming closer?

JOANNA

T
here have always been gaps

in our society between

generations. The phrases

“you’re just a kid” and “you’re

behind the times” thrown around

like insults with startling frequency.

Britain has changed a lot since

our grandparents were young.

Our society is more diverse, and

technology has improved vastly.

But the recent coronavirus

pandemic has isolated the older

generations more than ever, with

many elderly people being

required to shield in order to

protect their health, and their

whole lives moving online at a

pace that is difficult to keep up

with. This is where our generation,

generation Z (born 1997-2012),

is required to step up – and we

have done.

Young people have been

helping the elderly in their

communities by doing their food

shopping, walking their dogs,

collecting their prescriptions and

offering companionship via phone

calls. All this has not been going

unnoticed and is greatly appreciated

by the elderly. Thanks to our

young people, the generational

gap finally feels much narrower.

I know I have spoken more to my

grandmother since the pandemic

began as I cannot see her in person.

Hopefully, we are now

emerging on the other side of this

pandemic, with the vaccine

rollout going incredibly well, and

lockdown restrictions being lifted.

However, I would urge all the

young people not to give up

helping the elderly, but to

continue to help, so that we can

keep narrowing the generation

gap and build a more unified and

connected community .

If you would like suggestions

of how to help, I would

recommend checking your local

community network, or signing up

to a website such as Adopt a

Grandparent, which matches you

up with an isolated elderly person

with similar interests to you, so

that you can chat and provide

them with companionship.

So, whether you have been

walking an elderly neighbour’s

dog, or spending (as I have) hours

on the phone explaining Zoom

calls to your grandparents, thank

you very much, for stepping in to

help the most vulnerable in our

community, just as the elderly

once looked after us.



ALLIE

I
magine you are 16 and going into

sixth form at a different school.

You must leave your current

circle of friends behind, and make

friends with people who have

already known each other for five

years. You must merge your way of

speaking – your accent, your topics

of conversation, your slang words

– with this different way of speaking.

You must become a part of a new

community. You’re an outsider.

Such was the experience of

some fifty newcomers at HBS last

September. It was at this time

when I first started thinking about

the other side of this term

‘community’. People often

associate communities with

ROSA

O
ne grey Tuesday afternoon, I called a local friend of mine to go

for a quick walk after our online lessons. We wandered around

the nearby streets for a while, before we saw something slightly

odd: the gate to the field we always walk around in was locked. As we

walked towards it to investigate, we noticed a fleet of caravans parked

behind a building.

Our interests piqued, my friend and I tentatively wandered around

the settlement and reached another gate to the field. We went and sat

down, half-chatting and half-observing the scene, trying to make sense

of it. I’d heard that a group of Irish Travellers had been staying nearby,

and when three teenage boys came to ask us “‘ave you girls gaht a

lighter?” with a soft Irish lilt, our assumption was confirmed.

Neither of us knew any more about the Irish Traveller community

than the name, so when the oldest, Jonny, as he later introduced

himself, invited himself to sit with us (despite our lack of lighter), we

were fascinated. Jonny told us that his family were Travellers, and

explained his relationships with the other families within their roughly

40 strong group. In rather vague terms, he told us of their travels

around the UK: he loved Scotland, and hated Birmingham and High

Barnet. We asked about education, to which he replied “I stopped

school when I was about 11,” and that he had been to “twenty”. He

then, rather confusingly, told us that he “never learnt to read”, though

“can read perfectly”. After further probing, he clarified that he has

since been homeschooled.

As we spoke, a rotating cast of young boys walked over to us.

I asked a few of them about school, and one boy, around 7 or 8,

seemed visibly upset at the question. “The people were mean,” he said,

“even the teachers,” to which Jonny replied “nobody understands the

lifestyle, and people are so judgmental about anyone different.” He

told a story about a parents’ evening when he was 9 in which a teacher

made a joke about taking off her jewellery before the meeting because

she “knew that gypsies steal.” This harmful stereotype about Travellers

Outside
looking in

Tolerance
and open
mindedness

happiness: we picture the coming-

together of old and young, rich

and poor. Different races holding

hands. But what so many fail to

realise is that there are some

people for whom the concept of

‘community’ is scary. Though very

common, the experience of

coming into a new community can

be a terrifyingly difficult experience.

Consider moving to a new

country. Last week, my parents

and I watched the Korean-

American film Minari. The film

follows a family of Koreans in their

pursuit of the American dream

and a better life of selling crops.

But the moment which stood out

most to me was when the family

attended the local church in

Kentucky. As they walked down

the aisle, every eye followed their

every move. Probably, most of

these eyes were only curious. But

the film shed light on the

perspective of the outsiders; we

as an audience were placed in the

Koreans’ shoes, and construed

these eyes to be hostile,

menacing even. Personally, I was

made to appreciate just how

disconcerting it is to move into a

new community. Not to mention

the fact that the Korean family

spoke hardly any English, nor did

they look anything like the other

church members.

had clearly plagued Jonny and his younger brother their whole lives and

made mainstream education challenging.

Halfway through this conversation, it occurred to my friend and I

that though we’d encountered perhaps as many as a dozen of the

Travellers, teenagers, children, and adults, we had not seen any girls.

We asked about the role of women, and learnt that they rarely go out

and are expected to maintain the household. Jonny shockingly said

“it’s different for guys” “because boys are better than girls,” and further

questioning revealed that this attitude was inherited from the Bible.

Though this troubled my friend and I, as intersectional feminists, Jonny

insisted that everyone still within the community was genuinely happy

to be part of the community.

Ultimately, the lesson I learnt from meeting Jonny and his family of

Irish Travellers was that there is not just one formula for a happy life

and community. Though atypical, and alien to my lifestyle, they seem

to love the way they live. Jonny was generous, hospitable, and funny,

and though his beliefs starkly differ from mine, I enjoyed speaking to

him. It was an interesting experience precisely because of these

differences, and it seems to me that harmful preconceptions about the

Traveller community are an obstacle and a shame, as we could all learn

something by being more open-minded and tolerant to all different

societies and cultures.

It’s important that we don’t

forget the experiences of the

millions of people who migrate to

new communities every year. If you

are one of the ‘in’ people, it’s not

enough to be passively tolerant;

you must be an active welcomer.

As Minari taught me, even if you

are staring at newcomers out of

curiosity, it can easily be

misinterpreted as unfriendliness.

Equally, if you are one of the

‘outsiders’ in a community, ask

yourself what you can do to fit in.

When my mother (originally from

New Jersey in America) first moved

to London in 2005, she found it

difficult to integrate into British

society. Even though she didn’t

suffer from a language barrier,

she found the more reserved

sensibilities of the British to be

an obstacle to her making friends.

She recently recalled a piece of

advice she received from her friend:

“join every club you can”. Sixteen

years down the line, and my

mother’s social life is thriving! From

the Hampstead

Women’s Group to

her niche writing

club, she has become a part of

more sections of the London

community than she ever could

have expected.

Ultimately, we must remember

that the beauty of communities

lies in their diversity: the mixing

of different origins and cultures

into one big bubbling melting pot

of interconnection. How boring

would it be if we all looked and

talked exactly the same way?

Very! Because it’s precisely our

differences which make our

communities special. Indeed, as

Virginia Woolf delightfully described

in ‘Mrs Dalloway’, communities

connect us by tying between us all

an ‘invisible bond’.

So, f we all do our part to

make the transition from the

‘outside’ to the ‘inside’ just that

little bit easier, our communities

will all become so much the richer

for it.
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Allie’s mum

Church scene from the film Minari
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Hall and Randall Plumbers
Plumbing and Heating Services • Property Maintenance

Look no further... your local plumbers
Emergency repairs, blocked pipes, drainage,
guttering, roofing, central heating and boilers.
12 months guarantee, 40 years experience

132 Manor Way, Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 1QX

Evenings: Garry 020 8207 3286 • Greg 020 8953 9828

11495

Web: www.hallandrandallplumbers.com
Email: office@hallandrandall.com

Tel: 020 8953 2094 • Fax: 020 8905 1602

Central Heating, Plumbing Repairs & Advisory Service

RON FINLAY

P
roms at St Jude’s will be one

of the first live festivals this

summer to lift us out of

lockdown gloom. Starting on

Saturday 26 June, the nine-day

line-up of concerts, literary events

and walks, is as first-class as ever.

The music programme at

St Jude’s will offer something for

all tastes, from operatic arias,

piano, violin and song recitals to

modern saxophone, music from

the movies and events for children.

Baritone Roderick Williams,

saxophonist Jess Gillam, violinist

Thomas Gould and siblings

Braimah and Konya Kanneh-Mason

are among the top performers.

Concerts will last about one hour

and there will be two performances

each day – one at 5.30pm and

one at 8pm.

Booker Prize and David Cohen

Literary Prize winner Hilary Mantel

is granting a precious interview

this year to Proms LitFest

audiences – and that will be

online and free. Other top

authors, who will grace the stage

at The Henrietta Barnett School

and have their interview streamed

online, will include Marina Wheeler,

Rory Cellan-Jones, Sathnam

Sanghera, Philippe Sands and

Kadiatu Kanneh-Mason. Special

thanks to HGS Residents’

Association, who are supporting

LitFest this year, and to West End

Lane Books.

There will be another set of

fabulous, guided Heritage Walks

around the Suburb, Hampstead

and further afield, covering topics

such as architecture, history and

the environment.

Although, it is hoped, COVID-

19 restrictions will be relaxed by

the time the Festival starts, social

distancing will be in place.

We’re so delighted to be able

to put on a live festival, despite all

the difficulties. It’s great not only

to be able to lift people’s spirits,

but also to provide much-needed

work for performers, whose

livelihoods have been on hold for

the last year.

A special work commissioned

by Proms will see its world première.

The Innocents commemorates the

sinking of the evacuee ship SS

City of Benares in 1940 and those

lost at sea, including 77 children.

Michael Rennie, son of the then

vicar at St Jude’s, died trying to

save the children. Composed by

Patrick Hawes and with a libretto

by his brother Andrew Hawes, the

piece will be performed by world-

class vocal ensemble VOCES8,

accompanied by Finchley Children’s

Music Group.

Continuing our commitment

to education, Proms will offer a

Schools Prom, a Roald Dahl

concert for all the family and a

Teeny Prom for children under

five. We are also running a fanfare

competition for budding

composers from local schools,

sponsored by Dorico.

The festival’s principal sponsor

this year is Brent Cross Town, and

we are grateful to many other

donors, including HGS Trust. All

funds raised after costs go to two

charities: Toynbee Hall and the

North London Hospice. Proms has

raised £1 million for good causes

since it’s foundation in 1993.

Festival tickets will go on sale

towards the end of May and are

likely to be in high demand. But

you can become a Friend of Proms

now to benefit from priority

booking and to give extra support

to the two charities, which were

hit hard by the pandemic.

Go to promsatstjudes.org.uk

for all information.

Back
Live!
Proms
at St Jude’s
2021

EVENTS
S U B U R B

Photo: Robin Clewley

Jess Gillam Roderick Williams

Photo: Benjamin Ealovega

MARINA SOLAREK

T
he Youth Music Centre is reappearing with two magnificent

concerts this summer on 26th June and 10th July. Both concerts

will take place in the HGS Free Church, either inside or outside

depending on distancing rules. Nothing could stand in the way the

passion for music making that these 130 young musicians and their

teachers share, despite all the lockdowns over the past year. Students

have created many online performances, and on some occasions were

able to meet for socially distanced rehearsals as well as performing

filmed concerts to be enjoyed online

Now, with a busy term ahead, they are ready to play together

again. Their first adventure is the annual Concerto Prize on 12th June

when talented young musicians will give their best in front of

distinguished adjudicators including the world-renowned violinist

György Pauk. The highlight of the term will be the showcase on 10th

July celebrating the successful bursary fund which enables YMC to offer

assisted places to students who otherwise would be unable to benefit

from YMC’s classes.

You can come and hear them (entry free) on 26th June at 5pm (YMC

Prize Winners concert) or on10th July, 1-3 pm (YMC End of Term

showcase) at Hampstead Garden Suburb Free Church, Central Square

NW11 7AG (www.youthmusiccentre.uk).

Youth
Music
Centre
weathers
the storm

Screenshot: Marina Solarek
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XUL Architecture is an
imaginative architecture
practice inspired by
natural light

33 Belsize Lane
LondonNW3 5AS
xularchitecture.co.uk

MELANIE WYNYARD

O
n St George’s day in April Stephens House & Gardens hosted

their first event of 2021. Watching those attending there was a

sense of joy and, yes, liberation and it occurred to me that the

Gardens were at that moment probably the only place in London

where people were able to dance (all be it at social distance) on the

huge expanse of the Lawn, and dance they certainly did.

As the summer brings hope of a return to normality, we are

bringing a packed season of performance and activities which not only

raise the spirits and help keep the Gardens open for all to enjoy, but

also give a helping hand to artists and performers to get back on their

feet.

Tours of the house will also be restarting in summer and the

Stephens collection will be re-opening. Our events include the Beatles,

Gilbert and Sullivan, Beatrix Potter and Shakespeare. We are also

offering street food and Sunday roasts, as well as drawing classes. For

something completely different you could drop in to the Knit Outdoors

Day on Saturday 12th June.

We are continually adding events and activities. Our website,

www.stephenshouseandgardens.com, lists everything we are offering

this summer and though we have to charge for some of them, all

proceeds go towards keeping the Gardens open for all to enjoy.

MARJORIE HARRIS

H
ere’s some good news from

the HGS Combat Stress

Committee! We’re very

pleased to announce three fund-

raising events which will hopefully

be happening in the second half

of the year. All depend on

government Covid restrictions at

the time, but we are crossing our

fingers that we’ll be able to

welcome you all once again and

raise badly needed funds for

Combat Stress:

Clothes and Book Sale

Saturday 24th July, 10am-5pm

Main Hall, Fellowship House

Come and have a rummage

through a great selection of really

good quality nearly new clothes &

accessories - Women’s, Men’s and

Children’s. For the bookworms

amongst you there will be a large

selection of books at great prices,

many of which are new.

Private Garden Opening –

Caroline & David Broome’s

Award-Winning Garden

Sunday 1st August, 2-6pm

79 Church Lane,

East Finchley, N2 0TH

A great way to celebrate

midsummer. Caroline and David

Broome are very kindly opening

their award-winning garden in aid

of Combat Stress. Come and visit

this delightful hidden gem of a

garden, full of innovative planting

and colour, and enjoy tea and

home-made cakes and

scones. There’ll also be a raffle,

and plants and garden-related

crafts for sale.

Winter Concert with the North

London Military Wives Choir and

the Royal Naval Volunteer Band

Northwood

Saturday 20th November, 7.30pm

in the Free Church

By popular demand, we are

delighted to welcome back the

North London Military Wives Choir

and the Royal Naval Volunteer

Band Northwood HQ. After a very

difficult year, come and enjoy

songs from the Military Wives Choir

album ‘Remember’ and a variety

of music from military marches to

stage and screen favourites.

Information about ticket prices

will be circulated soon.

HGS Combat Stress Committee:

Gerlinde Crossley, Marjorie Harris,

Mike Milner, Yvonne Oliver, Angela

Phillips, Emma Rodwell, Ruth Smith

Stephens House
and Gardens

Combat
Stress
three new
events for 2021

Stephens House

North London Military Wives Choir

Knit Outdoors Day

Becomepart of our
ever-growing community
If you’d like to be part of the Suburb community, you can
join the Hampstead Garden Suburb Residents Association

online at hgsra.uk/about/join.html
Our Privacy Policy can be viewed at hgsra.uk/about/dataprotection.html

Photo: Peter Kyle

Photo: David Crossley



Welcome to St Jude’s
Every Sunday at 10.30am. All welcome.

SAINT JUDE-ON-THE-HILL
T H E P A R I S H C H U R C H O F H A M P S T E A D G A R D E N S U B U R B

www.stjudeonthehill.com
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ARTS

SHELLEY SOCHOR

S
uburb-born opera singer Lucy Knight, a former pupil of the

Henrietta Barnett School and chorister at St Jude’s Church, has

spent the past year trying to improve the musical lives of young

children and their parents in lockdown. Lucy and her husband Matthew,

also a classical musician, founded Treble & Trumpet when their work

disappeared overnight at the outbreak of the COVID pandemic.

Unexpectedly stuck at home with a new baby, the opera singer and

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra trombonist quickly became frustrated by

the jangly nursery rhymes on Spotify and online. Lucy said: “For two

new parents, on little sleep and with our careers abruptly halted by the

pandemic, listening to these recordings was more than we could bear!

We know so much about the benefits of listening to classical music,

from brain development to stress reduction, and we felt that children

and their parents deserved something better.”

So with no live performances, and with the extra time on their hands,

they started writing new arrangements and recording them in their

home using borrowed equipment from friends. Their first album ‘The

Classical Nursery’ has had an overwhelmingly positive response, and

has been praised in the Telegraph, Express, Woman Magazine and on

BBC Radio as a must-have for new parents and grandparents. The

couple released the album for free on Spotify and the streaming

services so that it could be accessible for all parents, including those

who had similarly been excluded from the Self Employment Income

Support Scheme, and they have also made a CD for the less tech-savvy.

Lucy told me how Treble & Trumpet’s hope is to introduce children

to the magic of classical music with their nursery rhyme arrangements,

which see the likes of ‘Baa Baa Black Sheep’ alongside Bach’s ‘Sheep

may safely graze’. Lucy said: “I’ve experienced first-hand how it’s never

too soon to introduce babies and children to classical music, and

nursery rhymes are a wonderful way to do this as the whole family can

sing along and get involved. Even though the past year has been a

really difficult time for us, with our industry shut down by Covid, we

have felt lucky to reach so many people with our music.”

The couple are now busy creating new arrangements for their

online listeners, filling a gap in the market for children’s music which

doesn’t drive parents mad. The latest? An arrangement of ‘Horsey

Horsey’ with Rossini’s galloping William Tell overture. In the words of

the nursery rhyme: Treble & Trumpet, “don’t you stop”!

To find out more about Treble & Trumpet, you can visit www.matthewknightmusic.com

or search for Treble & Trumpet ’The Classical Nursery’ on Spotify, iTunes or any

of the streaming services.

RHIANA HENDERSON

I
n Hampstead Garden Suburb,

we are fortunate to reside in

close proximity to a great many

wonderfully skilled musicians. One

concert pianist, Masayuki Tayama,

has been here for at least 20 years.

Masa’s speciality is the complex

yet thrilling music of Rachmaninov

but he is equally at home with Bach

or Mozart, and his interpretations

of Beethoven’s piano sonatas are

intensely captivating.

You may have heard him

perform at Southbank Centre,

Wigmore Hall, or more locally at

the Free Church or Last Night of

the Proms at St Jude’s. He was also

Chair of the Hampstead Music

Club for seven years.

His passion for the canals and

their rich heritage was ignited by a

narrowboat day cruise in 2011,

when he became fascinated by the

slow pace of life and tranquillity.

Since then, Masa has completed

19 narrowboat holidays, is a dab

hand at the tiller and an expert

lock-operator. In 2017, a concert

engagement came too close to a

canal holiday, and so a digital

piano was brought on board the

hired boat for practising.

Now, he is the co-founder of

the unique project, The Piano

Boat; dubbed ‘the world’s most

intimate concert hall’, this provides

guests the unprecedented

opportunity to enjoy beautiful

classical music whilst being

immersed in the natural beauty of

the canals. Masa’s Piano Boat has

‘grown’ to almost twice the width

of a narrowboat to accommodate

a new Steinway Model A grand

piano for the musical offerings on

board and from July, you can book

yourself a Brunch or Afternoon

Tea Cruise complete with piano

recital. If you prefer a longer stay

aboard, you can even reserve the

venue as an exclusive hotel boat

for a few days – a Musical Holiday

for two.

www.thepianoboat.com|@thepianoboat

The boat is moored on the Grand Union

Canal in Uxbridge, West London

Treble & Trumpet
the magic of classical music

Suburb Pianist
taking music to the canals

S U B U R B

Lucy
Knight
with
Darcey

Pre-COVID life, Lucy Knight
performing at the Carnegie Hall New York

Photo: Andrew Roberts

Masayuki Tayama on the Piano Boat

Photo: Matthew Knight
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Window Renovation
Wewould welcome the opportunity to
earn your trust and deliver you the best
service in window renovation, with the
highest standards in decoration.

Repaircare London have worked on many
neglected properties – visit our website to
see our work.

Maintenance Plan
Save money – spread the cost of your
window restoration.

We are delighted to be able to offer our new
window and property maintenance plan, a
great way to keep on top of your property s̓
essential needs. All sizes of properties and
buildings covered, including windows and
internal and external decoration.

Internal & External Decorating
We offer over 30 years of experience of
decorating internally and externally, from
large mansion blocks, colleges and schools
to domestic houses within Highgate,
Hampstead and Hampstead Garden Suburb.

We believe that we are the best in the
business at what we do.Specialists in returning historic wooden sash and

bay windows to their former glory

We love turning old, tired-looking properties back to their former glory,
with the correct repair methods and the correct application of paint.

For the past 30 years we have operated in and around the North London
Hampstead/Highgate area.

Hampstead | Highgate | Muswell Hill | Primrose Hill

For a free quote and advice, please call Paul or visit our website

07904 582816 | www.repaircarelondon.com

On HGS Trust list of
Recommended Contractors

ELEANOR LEVY

T
he Magritte-like image on the front

cover, which is echoed on the back of

this volume of short stories, gives us

an immediate clue as to the nature of the

tales contained within it.

Elliston, an English graduate who grew

up in Hampstead Garden Suburb, enjoys

writing time-fluid stories where magical

happenings require no explanation and the

incredible is accepted as normal.

Elliston is obviously influenced by the writings of the 17th century

Spanish dramatist Pedro Calderon de la Barca and uses Calderon’s

quote, “For all life is a dream, and dreams themselves are only dreams,”

on the title page to warn his readers not to expect too much solid

ground within his book.

The opening story Un Viaje a la Alcarria takes its title from the travel

book of that name by Cela, and is a romantic, evocative yet bewildering

tale of past and present. La Selva Encantada later on in the anthology

initially explores Elliston’s research into one of Caledron’s plays, however

as may be expected it is far more than a dry bibliographical account.

Other chapters are a celebration of labyrinthine confusion. Any outsider

who has attempted to navigate the London tube system will recognise

the Escher-like nightmare embodied in the four Underground narratives.

Other stories express the longing to recapture identity embedded

in the past, poignantly captured in Kalenstadt, whilst The Other Side

focuses on the all too human dread of future confusion and impotency.

For us locals, From what we Have Become is set in Hampstead Garden

Suburb past and present, though not, as you may by now imagine, in a

straight forward way! I found the central bus ride a marvellous mixture

of familiarity and disorientation. My own personal favourite is the stand

alone Some Nasty Events That Took Place in Streatham, Soho and Semilong, a

rumbustiously seedy Sweeny Todd type tale. Tony Elliston’s third story,

A Tidal Wave on the River Carn bears witness to his obvious ability to

write, as the geographic details are beautifully described.

In each story he ably conjures up the necessary atmosphere within

which to set his tale. For those of you who savour magic realism this is

the book for you.

Time and Beyond
Book Review

SuburbNews Photography Competition
It seems there aremany talented photographers in the Suburb andwe thought it was
high timewe started a photographic competition for HGS residents. The competition is
being organised byMargaret Harris andMyke Jacobswho have put together the
competition rules – see below. We are very excited to see the entries! THE EDITORS

Hampstead Garden Suburb residents are invited to submit photographs to the annual
Suburb News Photography Competition. This year’s theme is ‘Sunshine’.

Competition Rules:

1. Submit your photo not later than Sunday 19th September 2021 to: hgsra.uk/photocompetition.

2. One photo only per resident please.

3. Your photograph must be in colour, in jpg format, and no more than 10 megabytes.

4. Your photograph must have been taken on or after 1st June 2021.

5. If you submit a photograph taken on private property you must have obtained the permission of the

property owner.

6. If you submit a photograph with a recognisable face, you must have obtained the permission of the

person concerned or of their guardian or carer.

7. The decisions of the editors of Suburb News on all aspects of the competition are final.

Submission:

1. Go to hgsra.uk/photocompetition to upload your entry.

2. The site will be open for submissions from 1st June to 19th September.

3. When submitting your photograph please confirm that you have read the rules of the competition and

please provide the details requested including: confirming that you yourself took the photograph, your

name, address, email address, phone number and age if you are under 18 years on 1st June 2021. You

will be able to supply a short note about how your photograph relates to the theme of ‘sunshine’.

4. If you are under 18 years old on the date of submission, your photograph must be submitted by your

parent or guardian who must provide their own contact details.

5. Submission of your photo will constitute confirmation that you are willing for your photograph to be

reproduced (with acknowledgement to you) by Suburb News and by the HGS Residents Association, in

print and on websites.

Judging:

1. Judging will be by a panel of judges selected by the editors of Suburb News.

2. Judging will take place after the closing date, 19th September 2021.

3. There is no formal competition prize but, at the discretion of the editors, the best three photographs

chosen by the judges will be published in the December 2021 edition of Suburb News.

4. Photographs submitted by under-18s will be judged separately and, at the discretion of the editors,

the winning photograph(s) will be published in the ‘Suburb Youth’ section of Suburb News.

5. All submitted entries will be viewable on the HGSRA website after judging.

6. Some photographs may, at the discretion of the editors, be offered for inclusion in the HGS Virtual

Museum and, if accepted, will be posted by Heritage with permission of the photographer.
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Call the Art Team: 
020 8353 8902

General enquiries: 
020 8658 4334

YEARS

Do you own a collection or a stand-alone  
piece of art? For an instant quote and cover, 
go to our new online quote and buy facility at: 
www.loveartinsurance.co.uk

We’ve got you covered.
Brownhill Insurance Group Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority, registered number 306131.

THE ART 
OF INSURANCE.

ARTS

S U B U R B

A spring breeze, air clean, air fresh, smelling of thyme

Brings tidings of a new beginning,

A blissful girl laughs as it ruffles her hair,

A message about love and beauty and living.

A blossom, petals pink, petals coral, smelling of roses

Emerges from an emerald bud spinning,

A blissful girl laughs as she sees it and inhales

A scent about love and beauty and living.

A robin, breast proud, breast cherry red, smelling of leaves

Cocks its head, its golden beady eyes grinning

A blissful girl laughs as it warbles and chirps,

A song about love and beauty and living.

An oak, branches gnarled, branches ancient, smelling of bark

Towers above, dominant, magnificent and thrilling

A blissful girl laughs as its boughs sway and rustle,

A whisper about love and beauty and living.

A breeze, a blossom, a robin, an oak

With life and nature and spring brimming

A blissful laugh as they surround her, entwine her,

A secret about love and beauty and living.

Of hope found in the most unlikely of places.

In the scent of a blossom, in the song of a robin.

In the rustle of branches, in the caress of a breeze.

If you look the right way, you can see the whole world is a garden...

Sofia Kountouri, 7G

Spring
St Jude’s choristers taking a
break on Central Square. Their
red robes in the morning light
were completely arresting.

Back in March, as schools were starting to return, Henrietta
Barnett School encouraged its students to write a poem about
spring walks inspired by the wonderful scenery of Hampstead
Garden Suburb. This creative writing challenge was the
brainchild of Ana Ferreira, librarian at HBS. The students all
voted for their favourite poem and this is the winning entry.
Well done Sofia!

MICHAEL JACOBS

H
GS U3A was formed in spring 2017, led by long term HGS residents

Myke Jacobs and Roger Cookson. The aim of the photography

group is to encourage amateur photographers of all abilities

to develop their photographic and technical skills by taking photos at

agreed places and then sharing them at meetings, where the more

interesting ones are evaluated and discussed. The group has 15 members,

with a wide variety of cameras, skills and experience, ranging in age

from 60 to 90.

Originally, we met fortnightly. We chose a place in London to meet

and take photos and two weeks later we would gather in the main hall

of the Synagogue in Alyth Gardens to show each other our photos and

discuss particular techniques, cameras and other pieces of equipment.

Then came Covid 19 and we moved online and now

have weekly sessions on Zoom, mainly drawing on our fairly

extensive libraries of digital photos we have taken over the

years, but also taking new photos, generally interior shots,

this has worked remarkably well, thanks to HGS U3A’s

subscription to Zoom.

The places we have physically visited have ranged from

parks like Kew Gardens, to railway stations, markets, like

Spitalfields, museums like the RAF Museum, Hendon.

Online, we have alternated between photos of places we

have visited, like town centres, rivers and seascapes to

more technical subjects like portraits, still lives, black and

white photos, composition and exposure.

Members of the group act as semi-official photographers

at HGS U3A events and for Suburb News as well.

The group is thriving and we welcome new members.

If you are interested please contact Myke Jacobs: 07802

187505, hgsu3aphoto@gmail.com, or visit our website at

www.hgsu3a.uk.

HGS U3A
Photography Group

All photos: Myke Jacobs

Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury
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Our professional teamwith seven years experience specialises in all types of garden
landscaping including • Fencing • Decking • Driveways & Patios • Turfing • Irrigation.
Alsomonthly gardenmaintenance undertaken. For further details or a free quotation,
contact Noemi: 07718 592955 / 8374 8103 • naomilandscaping@gmail.com
or visit our website at:www.naomilandscaping.co.uk

We’ll bring your dream garden to life

Red Back gardening gloves, with

textured latex rubber palm and

fingertips for excellent grip, with a

breathable fabric back, worn over

the top of surgical gloves for extra

protection and water proofing.

Tube of hand cream in glove

compartment of car, essential kit!

(And while we are talking about

personal grooming, in the

interests of my dear friend, Health

and Safety, a hair band is a Must

Have, to hold back a curtain of

Lock Down hair.)

Returning to my secateurs of

choice, I switched to using Felco

when I became a professional

gardener. As an amateur, I favoured

pretty, floral handled pairs, the

sort that you get in Gardeners’

Gift Box Sets. After seeing Monty

Don’s row of well-maintained

Felcos, all lined up on his potting

shed wall like sentries, I figured if

they were good enough for him,

they’d be good enough for me.

And every time I see a pair of tell-

tale red handles poking out of a

celebrity gardener’s pocket, I feel

part of an exclusive horticultural

club! There is an increasing sway

towards the Niwaki brand, carbon

steel, robust, Japanese craftsman-

ship, but I can’t warm to them.

My red Felcos are jolly, Niwaki

look ferociously serious, and

above all I don’t like the sound

they make when they cut; it’s a

sort of clop, whereas Felco has a

satisfying snip.

When branches get too thick

for secateurs, I used to switch to

my long-handled loppers, but

since discovering the Bahco

folding saw, I rarely use them.

Both secateurs and saw fit neatly

into the deep pockets of my

trousers, so always to hand.

Which brings me to workwear.

After nearly a decade of working

mostly on my knees, I could not

function without my Site Beagle

trousers; thick cotton canvas with

nine pockets, but most important

of all, reinforced knee pockets

with built in knee pads. Funny isn’t

it, even in this day and age, I have

had to resort to men’s trousers

for the highest level of durability,

as most women’s gardening

trousers are lightweight and floral!

Heavy North London clay soil

is the bane of my life. I quickly

realised, early on, that a regular

spade simply didn’t cut it! So I

switched to a garden fork,

reasonably effective on all but the

driest of borders. That is, until I

discovered the Pedigree Stainless

Steel Rabbiting Spade. Also

known as a planting spade, its

long, narrow, pointed blade cuts

through pretty much anything.

The shape of the blade originates

from when the spade was used to

dig small hunting dogs, such as

Jack Russells, out of rabbit holes.

Along with a stainless-steel

narrow bladed hand trowel and

potting scoop, you’re pretty much

ready for anything. There’s

nothing quite like the smooth

contours of a turned wooden

handle and shiny stainless-steel

blade to whet my horticultural

appetite. It is questionable

whether or not the scoop should

be up there with my other

essentials, but I love it so much,

if I could wear it as a piece of

jewellery I would!

And finally, as with most

things, the old adage buy it cheap,

buy it twice applies (with the

exception of saws; cheap or dear,

in my experience they all wear out

in the same time). Always opt for

bright coloured handles on your

hand-held tools so that you won’t

lose them in the flower beds, and

don’t whatever you do, absent-

mindedly put them in your trug as

you are pruning because, a pound

to a penny, you will forget and

throw them away with the green

waste. Diving headfirst into a refuse

bin full of soil waste and thorny

prunings is not my idea of exercise!

CAROLINE BROOME

H
ow could I have foreseen

the passion with which I

would defend the use of

Felco secateurs as opposed to

friend Rosie’s devotion to the

Niwaki brand; can this be the same

woman who, as a teenager, had

such long, painted fingernails that

her form teacher sent her home

from school?

Mind you, I still like well-

manicured nails, these days kept

fashionably short and square

shaped, so first on my list of Must

Have gardening equipment are

GARDENING
S U B U R BPass

memy
weapon
of
choice
Garden Girl, Caroline
Broome gives tips and
advice on gardening
tools and accessories

Plant
Alert
ISABELLE FICKER

G
ardeners across Britain and

Ireland are being asked to

report potentially invasive

garden plants using the new Plant

Alert web page: plantalert.org.

Plant Alert is a new, citizen science

project aimed at discovering

which garden plants have the

potential to become invasive and

problematic in future. Such plants

typically reproduce quickly, are

difficult to eradicate and have a

longer flowering season than our

native plants. Examples that

immediately come to mind are

shown to the right. Invasive non-

native plants are causing major

problems for native biodiversity,

ecosystems, infrastructure, the

built environment and human

health. Most invasive plants were

introduced as ornamental garden

plants and then spread into the

wider environment. To prevent

more species becoming invasive,

gardeners can report early signs

of invasiveness of ornamental

plants in gardens.

Non-native invasive plants can:

• Change ecosystems and habitats

and have non-biotic effects, such

as reducing water flow leading to

flooding, or changing the pH or

the chemical composition of the

soil, or lock up nutrients;

• Outcompete native plants either

by habitat change or by spreading

so rapidly as to crowd out slower

growing species, threatening their

long-term survival;

• Take a long time to become

invasive. Many of the plants now

considered invasive have been

growing in the UK for over 100

years and showed no sign of

becoming a problem;

• Be expensive to eradicate. It is

also very costly to restore

degraded habitat, if it can be

done at all.

Four Seasons
GARDEN MAINTENANCE
r Weekly or fortnightly maintenance contract r Garden clearance
r Lawn care (mowing, turfing, fertilisation etc.) r Planting
r Weed killing & treatment r Hedge trimming, tree works
r Patio cleaning r All general garden services
We offer a professional, reliable service with 10 years of
experience at an affordable price. Call Roland or leave a message
for a free quote.
r 07584 574520 r fourseasonsgarden@hotmail.com

Passion Flowers Houttuynia

Bachelor’s Buttons

Mexican Fleabane

Snowberry Oxalis

Spanish Bluebell Japanese Anemones
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Selling itemsof valuehasneverbeen simpler.
WHETHER YOU’RE CLEARING AHOME, MOVINGOR REMODELLING, I WILL
GET THE BEST PRICES FOR ANY ITEMS OF VALUE YOU’RE LOOKING TO SELL

• I AM AN INDEPENDENT BROKER ACTING SOLELY ON YOUR BEHALF

• I SELL THROUGH MANY DIFFERENT AUCTION HOUSES, HIGH-END
DEALERS, COLLECTORS AND PRIVATE CLIENTS

• HAVING BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR OVER 10 YEARS LOOKING AFTER MANY,
MANY CLIENTS, YOU WILL ALWAYS RECEIVE MY PERSONAL DISCREET
ONE-TO-ONE SERVICE (REFERENCES AVAILABLE)

• THERE IS NO COST OR OBLIGATION MEETING WITH ME AT YOUR HOME
OR STORAGE FACILITY

• PROBATE VALUATIONS CARRIED OUT

• CLIENTS IN THE UK AND EUROPE

• BASED IN ST JOHNS WOOD

• DISCRETION ASSURED AT ALL TIMES

Perry Field | 07802 157500
You can also message me through my website www.simplysold.co.uk

PROBATE VALUATIONS

PORCELAIN

PAINTINGS/ARTWORK

WINE &
ALCOHOL

JEWELLERY

WATCHES
& CLOCKS

MEN’S & LADIES
HIGH-END FASHION

CARS

COSTUME
JEWELLERY

PROPERTY

FURNITURE

SCULPTURE & BRONZES

QUALITY
NAMED GLASS

PRECIOUS
STONES

GOLD SILVER

GARDENING
S U B U R B

Wisteria
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

T
he amazing picture (above,

right) shows a wisteria in full

bloom at a house in Southway.

Wisteria sinensis was first

introduced to Britain in 1816 by

John Reeves an employee of the

East India Company who was sent

to China in 1812 to work as

Assistant Inspector of Tea.

He subsequently became Chief

Inspector of Tea but devoted his

free time to pursuing various

branches of science. He was very

interested in acquiring natural

products, especially those that

were likely to be used as ornaments.

He returned to England on leave

in 1816, bringing back with him a

selection of 100 specimens, of

which 90 reached London. Among

them were two saplings of

Wisteria sinensis.

One of the saplings was taken

to Kew Gardens to be part of the

botanical collection but it did not

survive. The second one was

planted outside what is now the

Griffin Brewery in Chiswick. It must

have enjoyed its new home

because it is still growing beautifully

and is the oldest wisteria in Britain

(see photo, bottom right).

The wisterias flowered in 1819

and their cuttings sold for about

six guineas each. By 1835 wisterias

had become so common that

they were selling for less than two

shillings per plant.

Today, as well as the Chinese

Wisteria sinensis, the Japanese

Wisteria floribunda is available.

The two species are easy to

distinguish; Wisteria sinensis has

anticlockwise climbing stems

while Wisteria floribunda has

clockwise climbing stems.

Climbing plants native to the

northern hemisphere twist in an

anti-clockwise direction. As both

China and Japan are in the

northern hemisphere both

varieties should twist in the same

direction. They don’t because

millions of years ago, Japan was

part of the Eurasian continent in

the southern hemisphere but as

the tectonic plates shifted, Japan

sailed north at the speed of two

centimetres a year before

reaching its present location.

Wisteria floribunda still

remembers its southern origins

and spins clockwise.

Both wisterias had beautiful

cascading waterfalls of flowers last

year. Global warming played a part

in this. The end of last summer

saw plenty of rain which came just

as the wisterias were absorbing

the nourishment they needed,

this was followed by a relatively

mild winter with few frosts and so

conditions combined to

encourage magnificent spring

displays. This year, the unusual

April frosts did slightly hamper the

wisterias but they still managed to

put on a display to delight us all.

Horticultural
Society update
MARJORIE HARRIS

F
or the second year running, the Horticultural Society’s June Flower

Show, scheduled for Saturday 12 June, will be a virtual one due to

Covid-19 restrictions. If you have never entered the competitions

before, now would be a good time to get your hand in by choosing

your favourites out of the competitive classes on offer – from your best

roses or sweet peas to a gooey chocolate cake, a photography

competition and stuff for children – and photographing them and

sending them in for judging by Shelley-Anne, joint editor of Suburb

News. Full details will be available soon at www.hortsoc.co.uk or

contact David Broome (hgshs.membership@virginmedia.com) before

the entry closing date of 8 June.

The good news is that, all being well, the Autumn Show will take

place at the Free Church Hall, Northway, from 3-5pm on Saturday 4

September, and we are delighted

to announce that there will once

again be live band music in the

garden from Grimsdyke Brass

and home-made teas in the

small hall.

And with the weather

warming up, how about a spot of

garden visiting in and near the

Suburb, raising much-needed

funds for cash-starved charities.

The following gardens will be

opening their gates for the

National Garden Scheme

(but check the NGS website for

any Covid-19 pre-booking

requirements or other

restrictions and the availability of

teas): 74 Willifield Way, NW11

20th June, 18 Park Crescent, N3

20th June & 18th July, Oakwood

Gardens, NW11 Sunday 4th July

(85 Northway, 92 & 94 Oakwood

Rd), 86 Willifield Way, NW11

25th July. 79 Church Lane, N2

will be open for the RSPCA on

4th July and for Combat Stress

on 1st August.

Horticultural Society Virtual Rose
Competition winner, June 2020

Photo: Marjorie Harris



sentenced to death for stealing a

spoon only to be reprieved at the

last minute when the spoon is

discovered in a magpie’s nest.

The opera was itself inspired by a

French historical melodrama La

Pie Voleuse which also translates as

the Thieving Magpie and has a

similar storyline.

The magpies’ character was

not helped by a superstition that

held that magpies were the only

birds not to go in the ark with Noah

preferring to sit outside ‘jabbering

over the drowning world’.

This is reflected in the

collective names of magpies

ranging from a tittering, a gulp, a

tidings, a parliament to the quite

sinister: a murder of magpies.

Then again, we all know the

nursery rhyme about magpies,

though they are not mentioned

by name:

One for sorrow

Two for joy

Three for a girl

Four for a boy

Five for silver

Six for gold

Seven for a secret, never to be told.

Eight for a wish

Nine for a kiss

Ten for the bird you must not miss

But an earlier version was a lot

darker:

One for sorrow

Two for mirth

Three for a funeral

Four for birth

Five for heaven

Six for hell

Seven‘s the Devil his own self

Lying behind all this negativity

is probably the magpies’ somewhat

bloodthirsty behaviour. They will

eat smaller bird’s eggs and chicks

including those of songbirds

though, recent research by the

British Trust for Ornithology

suggests that their activities have

little impact on songbird

population. In fact, songbird

numbers are no different in places

where there are many magpies

from where there are few.

But surely magpies are thieves

that like to collect shiny objects?

A recent study conducted at Exeter

University showed that instead of

being compulsively drawn towards

shiny objects, magpies tend to

keep a safe distance from

such things.

So, not bloodthirsty and not

thieves. Yet magpies can surprise

you. Despite their very small

brain, studies have shown that
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Life before toilet paperwas notworth living (Sherrilyn Kenyon)

MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

I
first came across a magpie

when I read the comic book

‘The Castafiore Emerald’ by

Hergé. The Milanese diva Bianca

Castafiore invites herself to the

castle of Marlinspike, home to

Tintin and Captain Haddock.

The diva always travels with her

extensive collection of jewels and

a few days after her arrival, her

most valuable jewel, an emerald,

given to her by the Maharajah of

Gopal, disappears. Castafiore is

distraught but has to leave for

Milan where she is due to perform

in Rossini’s opera la Gazza Ladra.

Tintin eventually discovers the

emerald in the nest of a magpie.

I thought the magpie was a

beautiful bird with its distinctive

black and white plumage and its

long tail. When, many years later,

I saw my first magpie, I realised

that its black feathers had a

purplish-blue iridescent sheen to

the wing and a green gloss to the

tail making it even more beautiful.

Despite their beauty, magpies

do not have the best of reputations.

They are seen as scavengers with

a weakness for shiny objects. La

Gazza Ladra translates as The

Thieving Magpie and the opera

tells the tale of a servant

MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

D
uring the first lockdown,

we had to deal with empty

supermarket shelves where

rolls of toilet paper should have

been and, despite repeated

announcements that there was no

shortage, people felt the need to

hoard this comforting necessity

Toilet paper is now such a

routine part of our lives that, in

normal times, we rarely give it any

thought, but toilet paper was not

around for the majority of human

history. Before its invention, we

had to make do with an array of

cleaning materials. Nature’s toilet

paper was one option: leaves,

grass, moss and natural sponges

but also wood shavings, shards of

pottery, stone and seashells. More

hygienic practices included washing

in water or snow in colder climates

and with sand in hotter ones.

magpies can make and use tools,

imitate human speech, grieve,

play games, and work in teams.

They can also recognise themselves

in a mirror, a feat that, until

recently, has only been seen in

humans, apes, Asian elephants

and dolphins. An intriguing

consideration given that magpies,

unlike the other four creatures, are

not mammals, but living dinosaurs.

Perhaps we should join China

and Korea in admiring these

amazing birds. In these countries

magpies are considered a symbol

of good luck, happiness, good

fortune and joy.

The Chinese invented paper

about 2000 year ago. At first it

was used for wrapping precious

objects, but soon people began to

write on it because it was lighter

than bamboo and cheaper than

silk. The first documented use of

toilet paper was in AD 589, when

an official named Yan Zhitui wrote

that he “dare not use” any paper on

which has been written quotations

from the Five Classics or the names

of sages for “toilet purposes”.

It took a few more centuries

before toilet paper, as we know it

today, became widely available.

In 1857, the American, Joseph

C. Gayetty created the first

commercially packaged paper. It

was sold in packages of flat sheets,

medicated with aloe and water-

marked with his name. But it was

Seth Wheeler who became the

official ‘inventor’ of toilet paper.

In 1871, Seth Wheeler patented

rolled and perforated wrapping

paper and began selling the first

toilet paper on a roll. Splinter free

toilet paper was introduced in

1935, and the first coloured toilet

paper was produced in 1954.

Toilet paper can be surprisingly

valuable. In 2019 a roll of World

War II toilet paper which poked

fun at the Third Reich sold for £160

at auction. It was imprinted with

an image of a Nazi caricature,

including Hitler and the caption:

“Now I’m brownshirt all over.”

It has become such a part of

our psyche that Dr Tsivrikos, a

Consumer and Business

Psychologist at University College

London, recently said that if we

had an international sign for panic

it would be a traffic warning

sign with a toilet paper roll

in the middle.

This goes some way in explaining

the empty supermarket shelves

referred to earlier.

To us, toilet paper has become

a necessity, but despite the comfort

it provides, toilet paper is not

always good for our planet. Its

manufacture can involve bleach,

toxic chemicals and deforestation.

So next time you buy toilet

paper please do consider the

following points:

• Is it recycled? Recycled paper

is far more sustainable than

virgin pulp.

• Is it made from alternative fibres?

Responsibly sourced bamboo

(with FSC stamp) and agricultural

waste are also more sustainable.

• Is its packaging recyclable?

And spare a thought for the

2.4 billion people who do not use

toilet paper because they do not

have access to a toilet.
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S U B U R B Develop
your children’s skills
with free play
JENNY BOKOBZA

P
lay occupies a central place in childhood and is crucial to

children’s early learning and development. Young children

enhance their cognitive, language as well as their emotional and

social skills through the power of play. There are lots of different types

of play opportunities for your child, and today I would like to focus on

free play.

Free play is spontaneous, unstructured and child-led. In other

words, children have the freedom to guide the game and make changes

along the way while exploring and experiencing the world around them.

Free play allows toddlers and primary school kids to nurture their

curiosity and develop their imagination. That’s why I invite all Suburb

parents to use free play to boost their young children’s creativity.

We parents sometimes forget that too much technology tends to

squeeze out other forms of play. That’s why it’s crucial to set a limit to

screen-time and to encourage your children’s creativity through free

play. Let their curious mind be captivated by their environment.

Surprisingly enough, an interesting environment that encourages

free play is not necessarily a room full of the best toys. In fact, simpler

items lead children to plan better scenarios as they allow their

imagination to make up stories and games based on these few items.

To encourage creativity, give your child a small collection of open-

ended fun objects such as empty

cardboard boxes, old clothes,

kitchen utensils, strings, wool, blocks

or plastic lids. Give your child at least

20 minutes to design a game, have

fun, and fully experience free play.

If it’s not easy for your child to

imagine how to play with these

objects, you can help them by

outlining a story line. For example

suggest that they are a witch making

a magic potion and then let your

child play by themselves. As long as

they’re happy and engaged do not interfere in any way, but do keep an

eye on them.

It’s also essential to allow children to explore the world around

them in a multi-sensory way. Let them experience textures and

sensations by touching, digging, playing with sand, painting with their

hands and doing arts and crafts. It’s not always easy to let your child

get dirty, but creativity is messy! That’s why using different materials

will provide your child with as many experiences as possible and

maximise their opportunities of creative and imaginative free play.

Unlike screen time, messy activities will build feelings of confidence

and self-worth and give them a sense of their own abilities and skills.

So why not turn off the screens and let your child explore the Suburb.

There is no better way for children to discover the world around them

than by getting outdoors. The Suburb offers a fantastic setting for your

child to engage in free play. Take advantage of the Suburb’s open

spaces and let your child explore them; it should fulfil their natural love

of discovery and allow them to engage in creative play.

Getting your family together for some fun time outside can bring a

real sense of change and novelty. As the weather changes, it offers

various backdrops for your child’s play. Puddles, mud, snow, sunlight

and shadows, can all be essential elements of their games and will vary

according to the season.

My children enjoy picking up pebbles, sticks, leaves, acorns and

pine cones in Big Wood. They make patterns and shapes with them to

use as characters for their

story. Then with branches

and logs they will make a

pirate ship or a den. I’m

always surprised to find

them inviting bugs,

insects, snails and even

birds to their story. The

opportunities for having

some real-life fun in the

Suburb are endless! We’re

all so lucky to live

in Hampstead Garden

Suburb, let’s make the

most of it!

Jenny is a teacher and parent

coach. She runs webinars,

parenting courses and

publishes a blog. Feel free

to contact her at:

jennybokobza@gmail.com.

The Trust was established by residents in 1968 to “do all things possible in order to

maintain and preserve the present character and amenities of…. Hampstead

Garden Suburb”. The Trust acts as the estate management company for the

Suburb, regulates development and maintains the Suburb’s common facilities,

including tennis courts, allotments and communal open spaces.

Public roads, pavements and street lighting are the responsibility of London

Borough of Barnet, together with the larger public spaces.

Freeholders are subject to the Scheme of Management passed by the High Court

in 1974, while in the case of most leaseholders the Trust is the ground landlord.

Residents are required to obtain the consent of the Trust before altering the

external appearance of their properties; leaseholders will also need consent for

internal works. In addition, consent is required for significant changes to gardens,

conversion of garages, and erection of garden sheds, felling or pruning of trees or

removal of any hedge.

The Architectural Advisers will be pleased to advise you on any alterations you

may wish to undertake and the Trust employs an arboricultural consultant, Tony

George, to help residents with trees, hedges, and gardens. For a free site visit, call

to make an appointment. Consent from the London Borough of Barnet is also

necessary for external alterations and for any works to Listed Buildings. Around 500

properties have been Listed and many more have been locally listed.

The Trust is a registered charity. There are eight unpaid Trustees, four elected

and four appointed by professional bodies. Membership is open to residents who

have lived on the Suburb for three years or more. Associate Membership is available

for new residents. The Trust maintains a list of builders and specialist contractors

recommended by residents and welcomes additions to the list.

The Hampstead Garden Suburb Trust Design Guidance, which advises residents

on any changes to their property, can be found on our website. A paper copy is also

available from the Trust on request.

Our normal working hours are 9am to 5pm, Monday to Friday. Please refer to the website hgstrust.org for details of Trust Committees.

Chief Executive:
Simon Henderson

Business Support Officer:
Jessie Forder

Architectural Advisers:
David Davidson, James Phillips
and Michael Tutton

Estate Managers:
Jane Horder and Lauren Marsh

Information and
Communications Assistant:
Paul Capewell

THE TRUST COUNCIL

Honorary President:
Dr. Mervyn Miller

Elected Members:
Raymond Taylor (Chair)
Maralyn Roberts
Richard Townley
Trevor Price

Appointed Members:

Victorian Society
Tye Blackshaw

Royal Town Planning
Institute
Alison Blom-Cooper

Royal Institute Of British
Architects
Elspeth Clements

Law Society
Jonathan Ross

Photos:
Jenny Bokobza
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Lady Chapel
at St. Jude’s
THE REVD ALAN WALKER

A
lthough the Lady chapel of

St Jude-on-the-Hill contains

a list of the fallen –between

images of Martha and Mary, and

beneath a foundation stone by

Eric Gill – it is the decoration of

the chapel as a whole that is the

parish’s First World War memorial;

and the memory of the fallen

is primarily, and surprisingly,

commemorated through images

of women.

The murals (which eventually

filled the church) are the work of

Walter Percival Starmer (1877-1961),

a Congregationalist minister’s

son, who trained at Norwich and

Birmingham schools of art.

In an apparent revision to the

original scheme of 1919, whereby

the Lady chapel was to be

decorated with representations of

women from the Bible, the west

dome was filled with portraits that

were – in the words of the artist –

illustrative of various types of

women who had laboured in

various spheres for the furtherance

of the Kingdom of God; as witnesses

for right, as they conceived it; and

for the extension of righteousness

among men. The intention was to

suggest the continuity of efforts

towards this end through the

Christian ages.

Starmer said that they were

mainly types, with the odd well-

known figure for emphasis, but

the majority are, in fact, portraits

of identifiable female saints and

heroines from Christian history.

Some of them were recently

deceased. These include the anti-

vivisectionist and suffragist

Frances Power Cobbe (d. 1904);

the social reformer and women’s-

rights campaigner Josephine Butler

(d. 1906); the philanthropist and

supporter of animal causes Angela

Burdett-Coutts (d. 1906); the

executed nurse Edith Cavell (d.

1915); a Scottish doctor and

suffragist who had established all-

women medical units and who

served in Serbia (where she was

captured) and Russia, Elsie Inglis

(d. 1917); and Agnes Weston (d.

1918), who had dedicated her life

to the welfare of the men of the

Royal Navy.

The prominence given to the

portrait of Joan of Arc is noteworthy.

It is her image that confronts the

visitor or worshipper as they enter

the chapel. Joan, of course, had

fought the English. The English

had been responsible for her trial

and execution as a heretic, and

her image had been deployed by

the Catholic League in the 16th-

century wars of religion against

Protestants. Furthermore, she had

just (in 1920) been canonised by

the Roman Catholic Church.

Although Joan had become a

symbol of resistance to German

militarism, her presence in St

Jude’s probably owes more to the

part she played as an inspiration

and symbol for the women’s

suffrage movement in England.

She had led the Women’s

Coronation Procession (a

demonstration in favour of women’s

suffrage) through the streets of

London on 17 June 1911, a week

before the coronation of George V.

On 3 June 1913, Emily Wilding

Davison saluted the statue of Joan

of Arc at the Women’s Suffrage

and Political Union summer fair,

with Joan’s own last words: “Fight

on, and God will give victory.”

The same words appeared on

Davison’s grave – after she had

died beneath the King’s horse at

the Derby.

Moreover, as a leader of men,

Joan would have had a particular

appeal to the ‘chairman’ of the St

Jude’s war-memorial ladies’ fund-

raising committee, Mabel St Clair

Stobart (1862-1954), who was

almost certainly responsible for the

selection of the eminent women.

In 1907, in order to

demonstrate what she called

“women’s national worthiness”,

Stobart had founded the Women’s

Sick and Wounded Convoy Corps

to facilitate the wartime

movement of the wounded from

field hospitals to the base

hospitals behind the Front. By

“worthiness” she meant for the

vote. When all was said and done,

she wrote, it was the war work

which women in all spheres of life

performed so admirably that

made it at last impossible for the

vote to be further denied.

The Lady chapel’s mural

scheme became much more than

a war memorial: it was a celebration

of the contribution of women to

the Church and nation, but also

part of the continuing campaign

for universal adult suffrage.Keeping Cool
MARIE-CHRISTINE O’CALLAGHAN

A
ccording to the Met Office:

“global average temperature

is expected to be between

1.20°C and 1.46°C above pre-

industrial conditions,” which

would imply that we can expect

a warm summer.

There are some simple steps

that will make your summer feel

cooler and greener.

• Try wearing loose-fitting cotton

clothing in light shades. Black may

be cool but it will absorb sunlight

and the heat that radiates from

your body.

• Drink plenty of water and avoid

caffeine and alcohol as they will

promote dehydration.

• Keep your house cool. Turn off

all heat sources. Try not to use

the oven and switch your diet to

cold foods. Electricity also create

heat. Turn off your lamps your

computer and your TV when

you’re not using them.

• Close your blinds, curtains or

shutters during the day to block

the sun’s heat. Keep them closed

until night falls and it is cool

enough to open the windows.

Open enough windows so that

cooler night air blows in through-

out the house. Leaving all interior

doors open (including wardrobes

and kitchen cabinets) will also

help as keeping them closed will

store the daytime heat making it

more difficult for your house to

cool off during the night.

• Increasing the air circulation

at night should also help you to

sleep comfortably. Even a hot

night is normally much cooler

than your body; the increased

circulation will help the air carry

away excess heat from your

warmer body.

• You could chill your bed sheets

and pillowcases by putting them

into freezer bags and placing the

bags in the freezer all day.

• Before going to sleep, take a

cool shower or wipe your body

down with a cool wash cloth. Go

to bed without fully drying yourself,

and let the air slowly dry you. This

will keep you cool for a long time,

allowing you to fall asleep.

• Fill a hot water bottle with cold

water from the fridge and take it

to bed with you.

• If all else fails think cool. Read

books about cold weather. A

sentence like “Snow flurries began

to fall and they swirled around

people’s legs like house cats. It

was magical, this snow globe

world.” (Sarah Addison Allen) will

not make you physically colder,

but might make you feel cooler.

Call now for a free quotation

joshuabergercarpentry.com
For all your professional
carpentry needs

I specialise in all domestic and
commercial carpentry

to the highest possible standards
Professional decorating services
also managed with over 10 years

of excellence

If you go down to thewoods
today…
SHELLEY-ANNE SALISBURY

A
na Lapaz-Mendez is a vet

and has lived in the Suburb

since 2013. She has

helped rescue many animals over

the years and currently looks after

an unlikely trio.

Pumpkin, a fox cub, was

brought to her after she had been

run over by a car and sustained

several injuries, including two

broken legs. Ana knew Pumpkin

(Ana names all of her animals

after food) would not survive back

in the wild, especially after

discovering Pumpkin was blind

and probably brain-damaged, so

decided to look after her. Pumpkin

is now around two years old and

very tame – she doesn’t appear to

realise she’s a fox. The accident

left Pumpkin with impaired

coordination and she wears a

harness and lead on walks so Ana

can protect her from getting into

scrapes. Many passers-by do a

double take when they see a fox

on a lead – as did I when I first

encountered Ana in Big Wood.

If this isn’t a strange enough

sight, cue, Jacket Potato, the dog

on wheels. Jack for short was

diagnosed with a tumour on his

spine which eventually left him a

paraplegic. His former owners

couldn’t look after him so Ana

took him in. Wheels were fitted

and the 6 year old Jack now

spends most of his time hurtling

around the woods and the Heath

without a care. Ana told me Jack

gets into all sorts of capers and

regularly falls into holes, ditches

and streams but is not the least

perturbed, once fished out he

carries on bombing around on his

wheels. Jack’s indomitable spirit

and mischievous nature make him

a firm favourite with everyone.

The final member of the trio is

Croqueta, a five year old cross

breed who Ana rescued after he’d

been dumped in a field.

Ana told me the three

compadres are like siblings and

very caring of one other. Croqueta

is definitely the boss and looks

out for Pumpkin – especially when

there are cats about. Pumpkin

looks up to Jack and follows him

around, although he’s pretty hard

to keep up with on those wheels!

So when you’re next walking

through Big Wood, look out for

Pumpkin, Croqueta, Jack – and, of

course, Ana. They are a sight to

behold (Instagram: @vet_lapaz).

… you might meet Pumpkin, Croqueta & Jacket Potato

Photo: Shelley-Anne Salisbury
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THE KEY TO SELLING HOMES
With 30 years of experience in selling houses in Hampstead Garden Suburb, Litchfields 
is still the agent you can rely on to negotiate the best possible price for your property. 

To arrange a valuation with the area’s leading tried and tested agent please call:

Richard Barnett or Charles Bobroff on 0208 458 5000

Hampstead Garden Suburb  | 800 Finchley Road, Hampstead Garden Suburb, London, NW11 7TJ

T  |  020 8458 5000    E  |  sales@litchfields.com    W  |  litchfields.com
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Duke of Edinburgh’s visit of 1951
THE REVD ALAN WALKER

O
n Saturday 1st December

1951 the Duke of Edinburgh

visited Hampstead Garden

Suburb to ‘inspect’ St Jude’s

Church and open the Christmas

Bazaar being held in the Free

Church Hall in Northway. A

souvenir edition of the parish

magazine reported the visit:

“At 10.50am a large green saloon

car drew up in front of the

vicarage and the tall, slim driver

was almost at the door before he

was recognised and cheering broke out. Children waved Union Jacks

excitedly. The day of the sixteenth royal visit to St Jude’s had dawned.

A few minutes earlier the Duke had stopped in Meadway to ask a

constable the way to the vicarage. “St Jude’s is up there,” said the

officer, “but you cannot go that way. We are waiting for the Duke.”

Then he recognised the royal visitor and directed him to Central

Square. The Duke drove on laughing.

After spending a short time with the vicar, the Reverend Maxwell

Rennie, and his family in the vicarage, the Duke walked across to

the church in the brilliant sunshine where he was welcomed by the

church-wardens and introduced to Walter Starmer, the artist of the

extensive mural scheme that fills the church. That work had largely

been completed by the late 1920s, but Starmer had ‘returned’ (he

was actually a regular worshipper at St Jude’s – though living in

Edgware) to paint a memorial to the vicar’s son, Michael Rennie,

who had lost his life rescuing children from the torpedoed

evacuation ship City of Benares in 1940.

The Duke, then Prince Philippos of Greece, had shared a study

with Michael at school at Gordonstoun.

In the Free Church Hall over 500 people greeted the Duke as he

was piped onto the platform by the St Jude’s Sea Rangers. The vicar

said it was an immense delight to welcome “the Empire’s greatest

ambassador” especially so soon after his strenuous tour of Canada and

America with Princess Elizabeth. “Many of us wondered if a document

would arrive from Clarence House saying ‘It is all very well, but there is

a limit’.”

Two of the St Jude’s children presented the Duke with presents for

his own children: a model of an eastern catamaran (made by the vicar)

for Prince Charles and a doll for Princess Anne.

The Duke said: “I am very bad at opening bazaars, and I always find

there are many people, especially Members of Parliament, who always

say the right thing at the right time. However, I am taking a chance this

time because, when I received this invitation from your vicar, I felt that

opening the bazaar was the least I could do in memory of a very great

friend of mine, Michael Rennie, who went to school with me and lost

his life during the war.”

After admiring the goods for sale and having a word with all the

stallholders, the Duke passed through a guard of honour to his car and

received a tumultuous farewell from the crowd outside.

The 80th anniversary (postponed from last year) of the death of

Michael Rennie and the loss of the City of Benares will be

commemorated (close to what would have been the Duke’s 100

birthday) at Proms at St Jude’s.”


